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CONGRESSIONAL BLACK CAUCUS 
PRELIMINARY INVENTORY
Prepared by:
Jean C. Church 
Joellen ElBashir 
and
Allene Farmer
MANUSCRIPT DIVISION
CONGRESSIONAL BLACK CAUCUS INVENTORY
Box Folder
1 1 Beulah Land
2 Media Exit Report - 1980
3 Campaign for U.N. Reform
4 Newsletters
5 Hispanic Caucus
6 Chron File - Press Releases
7 Reagan - 1980
8 Black Voter information
9 Phillip Morris
10 CBC Foundation
11 May-June 1975
12 July-Aug. 1975
13 September, 1975
14 December, 1975
15 April, 1976
16 May 1976
17 June, 1976
18 Oversight/Stokes - H.E.W.
19 [Press Releases - 1975]
20 [Resumes]
21 [Cases Referred To/From CBC Members]
22 [Nathaniel Washington]
23 [International Issues]
24 [Equal Opportunity Issues]
25 [Busing]
[Misc. Info, on Various Topics]
Carter Transition Subcabinet Positions 
Carter Transition 
Carter Transition 
Transition - [carter]
a. Carter - Mondale Policy Planning
I. Table of Contents
II. Federal Positions & Talent Inventory
III. Campaign Participation Proposal
IV. Carter Campaign Task Force 
[Defind the SQ-6]
[Combined Federal Campaign]
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
[Press Clippings 1979]
Energy - May 10, 1977 
Newsletter 
[Press Releases]
CBC Tribute - Joe Lewis
Chronological File: Feb. - 1977 [correspondence] 
L .A . [Legislative Agenda]
[The Boston Globe 1980]
CBC Annual [1978]
Photo File/1977
[Caucus Members & staff listings]
Key Requests
Original Releases [Press Releases]
Africa/Leadership Conference 
[Lee A. Iaccoca]
[Pres. Carter]
a. Carter meeting with CBD 
Nine Month Report 
News Articles 
Status Report 
Minimum Wage May 10, 1977 
[Civil Rights]
Politics of Power 
Newsletter Material 
NBLR Minutes
[National Black Leadership Roundtable]
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
Memorandum
Legislative Weekend material 1979
Copy Edition of Black Staff Hill Directory
Black Hill Staff Directory
a. Black Hill Staff Meetings 
CBC Goals and Staff 
[9th Annual Weekend]
[Press Credentials 9th weekend]
'79 Dinner 9/22 
Media Plan/1977 products 
[Economic Development]
[Federation of Southern Cooperatives]
Young
Member - Info.
Stokes
Gray III
Hawkins
Fauntroy
[Press Releases]
The Cuban Exodus [Refuge Policy]
Box Folder
3 1 1976 Dinner Program & Photos
2 1976 Weekend Prep, materials
3 Plenary Session [1976 Weekend]
4 Preliminary CBC Dinner Material [1976]
5 Dinner Weekend '76
6 Dinner Correspondence [Reports & etc.]
7 Yvonne B. Burke
8 Black Academic Organizations
9 Jewish/CBC Members
10 Outgoing [correspondences]
11 CBC Meeting - Feb. 1, 1977
12 CBC Meeting - Feb 23, 1977
13 CBC Meeting - March 15, 1977
14 CBC Meeting - April 5, 1977
15 CBC Meeting - April 26, 1977
16 CBC Meeting - May 10, 1977
17 CBC Meeting - June 7, 1977
18 CBC Meeting - June 21, 1977
19 CBC Meeting - July 21, 1977
20 B.J.W. Meeting Notes
21 Misc. [an assortment of infor. on issues]
22 CBC Members Listing
23 [Incoming Requests for CBC] 
{a} November, 1975
24 Pres. Carter
25 [U.S.I.A.] (U.S. information Agency
26 [Bakke Case]
27 [Memos of Barbara Williams]
28 [Parren Mitchell]
Box Folder
4 1 African American National Conference on Africa 
Howard Univ. May 25-26, '12
2 Lusaka Conference - Jan. 17-21, 1972
3 Drought
4 VA's [Drought in Africa]
5 Drought Research
6 Drought Lobby
7 Articles of Interest on the Sahel
8 Drought Legislation [Bill-Mutual Dev. Act]
9 Moral Majority
10 CBC Retreat Operational 7-20-81
11 Black Women's Agenda
12 About CBC 1975 Leg. Agenda Congressional Record
13 Collins
14 Conyers
15 CBC Members-Bios
16 Corporate Braintrust
17 Gray
18 Press Conference
19 Savage
20 Anti-Busing
21 Archives
22 CBC By-Laws
23 Fauntroy
24 Arts Caucus
25 Affirmative Action
26 [Chisholm on Education & Labor]
27 [CBC Issue Related Newsclippings]
28 [CBCF Internship Program 1981]
29 [Budget Proposals]
30 [Prayer Breakfast 1981]
31 [Misc.]
32 [Financial Statement 1973-1981]
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
Rural
Peace Corps
1979 Pre Summit and Summit 
1979 CBC Plenary/Workshops 
Press Releases 
N.B.L.R. Participants
National Hook-up of Black Women, Inc.
1979 Southern Regional Forum 
Science & Technology 
CBC Space Committee 
Sears Case
Meetings with African Heads 
Meetings
Native Americans
N.B.L.R. [National Black Leaders Roundtable] 1978 
N.B.L.R. Account 
Mottle Amendment
MLEP [Minority Leg. Education Program] 1978-1979 
Minority Enterprise Braintrust 
Drought - Dec.
By-Laws '81
Legislative Strategies/Vote Analysis 
CBC Receptions 
Workshop - 1978 
[Lenny Wilkins Tribute]
N.B.L.R.
[Empty Folders]
{a} Issues M
<b} The Honorable
{c> The Honorable
{d} The Honorable
{e> The Honorable
{f> The Honorable
{g> The Honorable
{h> The Honorable
{i> The Honorable
<j> The Honorable
John Conyers 
William Clay 
Harold Ford 
Cardis Collins 
Ronald V. Dellums 
Charles C. Diggs 
Shirley Chisholm 
Barbara Jordan 
Augustus J. Hawkins
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
Drought - September 1973
Conference - ILO
Disaster Amendment [charts]
Drought DOD
Drought Recommendations 
Drought Coalition 
Drought - [Charts/projects]
Drought correspondences
Drought
Drought
Diggs Cases [lawyers comm.]
Defoliants
Democratic Party Platform
Devaluation
Dialogues
Disarmament
CCD:AMM Article Charge 
Conference 1969 Dialogues/Tunis
AANC Conference [Afro-American National Congress] 
Conf.-Arlie 1972 
Conference Arlie 1971
Conferences: Afro-American Dialogues 
Anglo-American parliamentary Conf.
Conferences: Black Media 
Chestnut Hill Conf.
National Black Convention
27 US/AF parliamentary Conf. 
Puerto Rico Conference January 14-16, 197228
29 Conference: National Church Conference
30 Conference - NYU
31 Conference - Potomac Association of the U.C.C.
32 Sussex Group
33 Conferences/State Dept. Trade & Investment
34 U.N. Conference on Southern Africa OS/O [April
1973 ]
35 Conferences Western Carolina
36 Cables
37 Chemical & Bio. Warfare
38 China
39 China
40 CIA
41 Civil Rights Act
42 Club of 10
43 CODEL Itinerary
44 CODEL - 1972
45 73 - CODEL Gen'1
46 Black Caucus - AF Ave
47 Critique of U.S. Policy
48 Contract Compliance
49 Cong. Rec. [»72-'73]
50 Colonialism
51 Commerce Dept. Background Info.
Box Folder 
7 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
"For the People" [Copies of Vol. 4, No. 1, 1979 
CBC Newsletter]
1977 Dinner Info. [Correspondence, press releases] 
[1978 Dinner] Media Plan [correspondence, press 
releases, publicity spots, schedules, media 
planning]
Correspondence - Incoming [1979 Dinner]
1976 CBC Press Release [re tax cut]
Chronological File of CBC Press Releases, 1975 
Labero-Closed circuit [correspondence & 
attachments]
MVT Mobil Video Television [correspondence, 
budget, contract]
VAE Video, Inc. [equipment rental list]
Future View [rate cards, invoices]
Harberg Asso. [correspondence, contract, invoice] 
Phyllis Hyman [press releases and media spots, 
holograph notes, set-up requirements, biography, 
photos [photos removed]
Here Comes The Sun" Agreement, Jeanne Montoussamy 
- Ashe [Also description of the film and 
correspondence]
Draft: Proposal, October [Media report, 1979 CBC
Weekend]
Proposal ['74] ['79] Media [for new staff
position]
16 Draft: Report [Final] [Media report, 1979]
17 June Proposal, CBC Media & Public Relations
Program [1978]
18 July Report/July Plan [Media & Public Relations
Report, for 1979]
19 Legislative Weekend Status Report [1979]
20 August Plan [Media & Public Relations Program for
CBC Weekend; no date [1979?]]
21 August Report/September Plan [Media & PR, 1979]
22 Original: Final Report [Media & P.R; 1979]
23 Task Guide Notes [holograph memos and awards 1979]
24 Interoffice Memoranda [1979]
25 News Clips [CBC Weekend, 1979]
26 CBC-Hearings-Media, March 7, 1972 [Media & Black
Community: press releases, correspondence,
speech, newsclippings
27 [New Releases] [Press releases and statements,
1973-80]
28 3rd/4th Quarter newsletter, 1978 [correspondence,
layouts, drafts, holograph notes, articles, old 
CBC newsletters, CBC Dinner Production Run Down 
1978, photos [photos removed]]
29 Mainly media materials of Derrick Humphries
correspondence, schedules diagrams, clippings 
agendas, programs, forms, holograph notes, press 
releases, invitations notebooks, photos [photos 
removed]
[Folder 1] CBC Dinner 1979 
[Folder 2] CBC Dinner 1979 
[Folder 3] CBC Dinner 1979 
[Folder 4] CBC Dinner 1979
30 CBC 1st Quarter Newsletter, 1978 [drafts, memos,
articles, reports]
31 [CBC Misc. and Member Photos]
[Forum reports, 6-Month Report Fountroy Budget 
statement, newsletters, photos, press package, 
1977 dinner financial statement]
Box Folder 
8 1 
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12 
13
[Briefing Book Contents]
[B.W.'s Correspondence] [Barbara Williams]
Press Reception June 24, 1975
Democratic National Committee - 1976 
CBC Southern Regional Forum
Birmingham, Ala. - May 25-26, 1979 
[Southern Regional Conference]
[Southern Regional Conference]
[Photographs - CBC Members]
26 B&W
5 color [different sizes]
[Weekend Slides] dated 1978
[Misc.] = Materials on assorted issues 
Media
Legislative Briefing 
Budget Activity
BOX
9
Folder
1 Judgeship Nominee
2 Legislative Correspondence
3 Media [news clippings] 1980
4 Issues K [King, Martin Luther]
5 [News Clippings - 1980]
6 Voter Participation Operation Big Vote
7 [Outgoing Correspondences form B.J.W.]
8 CBC Energy Statement
9 Hatch Act [H.R. 10]
10 Legislative
11 Legislative
12 Sec. - H.E.W.
13 General Correspondence
14 Urban Policy
15 Urban Policy
16 8th Dinner Weekend
17 [Legislative Weekend]
18 [Ku Klux Klan]
19 [Misc.]
20 [Envelopes]
<a> January 1978 - May 1978
[outgoing correspondences]
{b> 1977 Member Miscellaneous 
[news clippings]
{c> #39 [News Clips] 
{d> #33 [News Clips]
{e> #41 [News Clips] 
{f> #41 [News Clips] 
{g} #47 [News Clips]
Box Folder 
10 1 
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
[Conference on Full Employment]
[Comments and Testimony on the Full Employment 
Act ]
[Press Releases, etc. on Employment Act] 
Literature, H.R. 50: Articles, Reports, 
Summaries, etc.
Full Employment Letters 1976 [Dear Colleagues 
Also ]
H.R. 50 Legislation and Amendments 
[Charts, Stats., etc. on Employment Act]
[Full Employment]
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
CBC Admin
Admin Correspondence 
CBC Meeting
[Folder within]
a. executive committee 
Legislative Strategy Meeting's [notices] 
Correspondence Political 
Legislative Correspondence Outgoing 
Executive Committee Meeting - February 11, 1976 
Legislative Correspondence 
Memos/CBC Meetings 1975 
CBC Annual Meeting January 27, 1976 
Memos/CBC Leg. Activities 
Letters to Witnesses-May Forum 
Materials sent from CBC Office
[Press Releases, letters to the Pres, of U.S.] 
CBC Info.
Black Forum 
1975 CBC Meetings
Administrative [correspondence and misc.] 
National Black Assembly 
Papers between folders
CBC -[Caucus of Black Democrats] Memos Papers 
between folders 
United Steelworkers Union 
CBC/Kissinger Meetings materials
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
Kissinger Response to CBC [Meeting in August 1975] 
State Dept.
OPEC Meeting [Should be OPIC - Overseas Private 
Investment Corporation]
OEO - Legislation 
Legal Services Corp.
HEW
Black History Week 
George Meany AFL-CIO
Beverly Carter [news articles, etc.]
HEW Briefing Materials
Ad Hoc Committee
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
Dinner Logistics - 7th annual 
CBC/Carter Correspondence 
Equal Employment Reorganization 
Media Memoranda: 1975 
f Resumes]
1976 [Correspondences and Tax Exempt Info.]
CBC Committees
Staff Assignments
CBC Activities 1975
Staff Activities
Projected Weekly Activities
CBC Budget - 1975
Don King
Personal
CBC/Staff Concerns 
BJW/Personal Correspondence 
CBC or
Voter Participation
Barbara Williams [Voter Participation] 
[Bakke]
Full Employment 
Carter Reorganization 
Blacks-White House 
CBC Follow-up areas
Dinner Planning Notes and Follow-up 
[Dinner Security Proposal]
27 Casework Referral Process
28 CBC Foundation
29 Work to be Done
30 Federal Agency Contracts
31 [Misc.]
Box Folder
13 1 Equal Opportunity [current] 
Admin. 77-12-13
2 Equal Opportunity - CBC 
Anti-Discrimination Draft Prop.
3 Full Employment
4 H.R. 50
5 Government Agencies
6 Energy
7 Energy
8 H.R. 50 Strategies
9 H.R. 50 - S. 50 Thank Yous
10 Hispanic
11 House Admin. Correspondence/CBC
12 Voting Rights Act
13 Housing Hearings
14 Health
15 International
16 Job/Business
17 McNamara - World Bank
18 Minority Enterprise - Minority Women
19 Minority Enterprise
20 Plenary Session
21 CBC/Tenth Africa
22 Tax Cuts
23 Trans Africa
24 Transfer Amendment
25 Transportation, Dept, of 
Tribute to Hubert A. Humphrey 
Tuition Tax Credit
26
27
Box Folder
14 1 Bakke
2 CBC Meeting September 14 & 15, 1977
3 1977 Weekend/A. Young Reception
4 Gas-O-hol 10/19/77
5 Desegregation - Univ. System of Georgia
6 Original Speech
7 CBC Petition to FCC
8 Carter Transition
9 CBC Status Reports
10 Newsletter
11 Miscellaneous Approvals
12 Correspondences - CBC Staff
13 BJW correspondence [out-going]
14 Keith Bodden/Westinghouse Proposal to CBC
15 [7th Annual Dinner Mailing List]
16 CBC Staff Resumes
17 CBC Members
18 Congressional Committee Assignments/CBC
19 CBC/For the People Newsletter
20 BJW Correspondence
21 CBC Treasures
22 Black Academic Organizations/Meeting
23 CBC/Schedule Notes - 1977
24 Economic Stimulus Program
25 Space for CBC Special Interest Groups
26 Job Applicants Media Coordinator
27 1977 Speech File
28 . 
29
[Misc.]
Empty Folders
a. The Arts
b. "Dear Colleague" 95th Congress
c. CBC 1977 Correspondence - Received"
d. Braintrust Development
e. Staff/CBC
f. Accountants tablet (blank)
BOX Folder
15 1 Agriculture, Department of
2 The Arts
3 Battle
4 Black Colleges
5 B-Issues
6 Braintrust
7 CETA
8 CETA
9 [Workshop]
10 Civil Rights Reorganization
11 Civil Rights Reorganization Roundtable
12 Civil Service Reform
13 Civil Reorganization
14 Communication
15 Criminal Justice
16 Dear Colleagues
17 Education/Chisholm
18 Education [Current] Admin. 77-12-13
19 Emergency/Land
20 Energy/Transportation
16
Box
1
2
Books
3
Folder
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Memorandum in Support of Leonard Emmanuel Cron
w
Doz's Application for Presidential Amnesty 
Appendix "A" " [bulk- 602 p. 8 X 14 size
sheets]
Appendix "B" to Memorandum in Support...
Oversight Hearings
[Misc.] Includes - OIC's Proposal for the U.S.A. 
(opportunities Industrialization and Black 
Shorthand Reporters - 1st Annual Awards Dinner 
Dance Book 
[Resumes]
[Correspondences - B.J.W.]
[Correspondences - B.J.W.]
F .A . Gordon Lynching
Interest Group Meeting - Barbara Williams 
10-20-77 Interest Groups 
Internship (program)
1st meeting - Board of Directors [1978]
CBC Foundation [Legal Agreements] [Corresponding 
law firm - Smothers & Myers]
Meetings/Events [CBC invited - B.J.W.] [of outside 
organizations]
Media Logistics [7th Annual Dinner]
CBC/Meetings Requests 
Meeting Rooms
19 Legislative Workshop [Summary of Black Leadership
Roundtable Meeting]
20 Imari
21 Dellums [news articles on]
22 EDA Fellowship [program]
23 Federal Home Bank Board
24 Form Letters [CBC works]
25 Judgeship [H.R. 7843]
26 Native Americans
27 Ben Hooks Luncheon 10-25-77
28 National Black Leadership Summit
29 Tip O'Neill Meeting H-204 10-28-77
30 Sub-Committee Assignments
%
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
NBLR Letters [National Black Leaders Roundtable] 
[9th Annual Dinner Letters of Invitation]
[NBLR Organization and Members]
NBLR Misc. File [Info, on Various topics relating 
to or about the organization of NBLR]
NBLR Budget Mobilization 
NBLR [various issues of]
[NBLR Correspondences]
NBLR [Networking]
NBLR [Proposed structure]
NBLR List 
NBLR Feb. 24
Anti-Budget Mob. Coordinators 
NBLR - Sept. & Feb. Minutes 
NBLR [Proposed Structure]
Charles R. Drew Med. School 
[c bc info. Pack]
[CBC Questionnaire]
[U.S. Budget]
[Energ. Envelopes]
[Black Organizations]
Southern Regional Forum May 25-26 
Word Processing Computer Systems
CBC 9th Annual Leg. Weekend (fact sheets and prep, 
info.)
9th Weekend - Plenary Session I & II
25 Childrens Defense Fund Info.
26 The Childrens Foundation Info.
27 National Commission on the International Year of
the Child 1979 Info.
28 [Outgoing mail] on various issues
29 Election 78: Implications for Black America - A
Special Report [by TCPC]
30 Program on Increasing Minority Participation in
Engineering [by Nat. etc. of Engs]
31 National Urban League, Inc. Fair Housing Forum,
July 10, 1979, D.C.
32 Empty Envelopes and a pack of Charles Rangel
business cards.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Legislative Correspondence
media
M-N-O-P
Mtg Notices [meeting]
90 - Day Report [to CBC from staff]
CBC Network [correspondences]
Nominations [for various appointed positions]
N - Issues [N.P.P.A. & N.C.B.L.]
Political Appointments 
Resume Its [letters]
Resume Referral 
Resume Letters
Referred Out [issue information]
S - Issues [Services, subscription & supplies]
Sample Letters
Sent Material to CBC
Senate Staff [Black]
Transportation 
Woman's Issues
Confidential - Edward Bennett Williams Letter 
Urban Policy 
U - Issues [UNCF]
CBC Staff [T&A]
Correspondence [Memo] To CBC Members 
Mitchell Memos to CBC Members
April - Mitchell/Wms. Mtg.
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
B.J.W. Memos to Mitchell
Mitchell Memos to B.J.W.
Correspondence from CBC Members
CBC Members District Office Contacts
Outgoing Correspondences [17 folders A-Z]
B.J.W. Bio Data 
Meetings B.J.W.
B.J.W. Reimbursements & Expenses 
B.J.W. Speeches - Speech Info.
B.J.W. Regrets
B.J.W. Correspondence
Sent for P.J. Mitchell to Sign
OICs of Am. Proposal for the U.S.A. [Another copy 
in prev. box]
Xerox File [copy log]
[Jan. - Feb. Correspondences ’77] [some 1976]
Box Binders: [outgoing correspondences]
1 Jan. - Feb. - Mar. 1977 copies
2 April - May - June 1977 copies
3 June - July - Aug. 1977 copies
4 Sept., Oct. , Nov. 1977 copies
5 Dec.
Folders
6 1977 Legislative Actions
7 [Urban Policy]
8 Voter participation - 1977
9 90 - day Summary
10 [Employment Strategies]
11 Health Braintrust
12 Jobs Strategy
13 [Varied topics - [mostly Full Employment]]
14 CBC Office Organization
15 CBC '77 Organization
16 Office Procedures/CBC
17 Personal 1977
18 1977 CBC Financial Statement
BOX Folder
20 1 [Schedule of Events - 1979 Dinner]
2 Dinner Book Material
3 Advertisements
4 1979 Dinner Book Correspondences [Ads]
5 Hosts/Hostesses
6 Advertisements [in dinner book]
7 Underwriters [for weekend activities]
8 Table Assignments
9 Reserved Tables [CBC Members]
10 Awardees
11 Awardees
12 Contribution
13 Independence Federal Savings and Loan
14 V.I.P. Reception
15 Very Special Reception 9-21-79 [7:30-8:30 p.m.]
16 Dinner Theme 1979
17 Thank You Letters "1979"
18 Status Reports
19 Refunds
20 Recommendations [for Weekend Activities]
21 Security Logistics
22 Proposals [for entertainment, catering]
23 Plenary and Leg. Workshop Sessions
24 Memorandum
25 Master of Ceremonies
26 Letters of Agreement
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
Legislative Reception [room reservation]
General Invitation [contents package]
Awardees - Selection & Correspondence
Host/Hostesses
Honorary Chairperson
Honorary co-Chairpersons
Mayflower Hotel
Hyatt Regency Hotel
Highland Towers [Hotel]
Eastern Airlines 
Washington Hilton Hotel
Entertainment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
CBCF Intern Program 1978
CBCF Intern Program - 1980
CBCF Intern Program Procedures
CBCF Articles of Incorporation
CBCF By - Laws
CBC Foundation
CBCF - Audit Report
CBC Foundation [Legal Matters]
CBC Foundation Intern Program 1978, 1979 
CBCF Fundraising Proposals
CBC Foundation [Fundraisers and Intern Program] 
[CBCF Handbook Draft]
CBC Foundation 1976, 1977 
[Full Employment]
Correspondence [response to 1978 Dinner 
invitations]
Black Leadership Meeting 
Proposal/Business Roundtable 
Black Leadership Meeting [New York]
Black Leadership
[Legislative Weekend Activities materials 1978 - 
1980]
[NBLR Meeting 1979]
[Press Releases - 1979] [1-1982]
[Invitations to Receptions - 1979]
[Weekend Info. 1978 - 1980]
25 [Black Woman Academicians]
1
2
3
4
5
6
de
7
8
9
10
11
12
Jan./Feb. 1978
March - April 1978
May - June 1978
July - August 1978
Aug. - Sept. - Oct. Copies 1978
1978 Legislative Workshop
Plenary Session and Legislative Workshop Materials 
[1978]
Dinner Manual [BB's materials]
1978 CBC Information Dinner Weekend 
[1978 Dinner Set-up]
1978 Fundraising
Barbara Williams [8th Annual Dinner Materials]
Box Folder
23 1 Special Resumes
2 Upcoming [events]
3 CBC/Egyptians 6-20-78
4 B.J.W. - requests [Barbara J. Williams]
5 Vacation Schedules
6 Pat Harris 6-7 8:30 a.m.
7 Minister's Meeting
8 African Ambassadors
9 Southern Regional
10 OMB-Thursday 5-18-78 22-2 Rayburn
11 Interest Group
% 12 Cuban Interest Section [Caribbean Ambassadors
13 Black Leaders on Africa 5-20-78
14 Janra/Gambia 5-23
15 Arts Brain Trust
16 Whip Call - Weekly Meeting
17 Senghor/Blair
18 Elenor Norton 6-8
19 CBC Meeting 6-2-78
20 Andrew Young
21 Califano (H.E.W.) 6-29-78
22 H.E.W.-E.E.O. 6-15-78
23 CBC/Cabinet Meetings
24 White House Meetings
25 Subcommittee (CBC on Communications)
26 CBC/Carter Meeting - Sept. 7
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
CBC Assistance-Visitors
Staff Meeting Notes 
Intital Confirmation 
Bakke
New CBC Members
Andrew Young Meeting 6-26-78
Economics
[Inactive] Events File 6-5-78 past
Education
Em-Un-ployment
Farm Problems
Fisk University
Friends of CBC
Fundraising 12-77
Government Agencies
Greetings - Christmas Cards
General Correspondences
General Correspondences
North Carolina/H.R. 50
Interest Group [Native Americans]
Info. Sent/No correspondence needed 
Intern Foundation 
Invitation - Regret
Interest Group Meeting - Chairman Mitchell 
CBC Member Committee Jurisdiction 
General Correspondences
Earl Graves
54 H-Issues
55 Health
56 H.R. 50 Support
Box Folders
24 1 Discrimination [cases on,]
2 Dept, of Corrections [correspondence on issues]
3 CBC Franking? Lawsuit [Cervase V Arch, of Cap.])
4 Mr. James Chin/EPA
5 CBC Tax Status
6 CBC/Dept. of Agriculture Meeting
Issue Correspondence
7 6th Dinner
8 Host/Hostesses Dinner 1975
9 1975 Dinner
10 Fashion Show Correspondence
11 Final Thank You Letters to Members
12 [Correspondences - 5th Dinner Related]
13 Checks [1974]
14 Dinner Weekend Follow-up 1975
15 D.C. Host Committee - CBC Dinner File 1975
16 [Business Development Workshop]
17 Caucus Dinner Clippings [from Press Intelligence 
Inc.
18 Dinner Week Correspondences 1975
19 Interns 1976
20 [Intern Program]
21 CBC Foundation
22 Board of Directors of CBC Foundation
23 Information on [outside] Organizations
24 Democratic Caucus
25 Room Requests 1977
26 Rules Committee 1976
27 General Correspondence 1977
28 South African Small Businessmen
29 CBC Meeting 6-5-78 H-122
30 June 6th CBC Meeting [1978]
31 [AAMVPA] Veterans Workshop [American ASS. of
Minority Veterans Program Administrators]
32 CBC Procedures
33 Recommendations [By staff for Interns]
34 Requests for Meetings
Box Folder
25 1 Yvonne B. Burke
2 Chisholm, Shirley
3 Clay, William
4 Collins, Cardiss
5 Conyers, John
6 Diggs, Charles
7 Dellums, Ron
8 Fauntroy, Walter
9 Ford, Harold (empty)
10 Hawkins, Augustus
11 Jordan, Barbara
12 Metcalfe - Race
13 Metcalfe, Ralph
14 Nix, Robert N.C.
15 Rangel, Charles
16 Stokes, Lewis
17 Constituent Alpha Card File
18 A & B continued (casework)
19 Parx’en Mitchell
20 N (cases)
21 0 cases
22 0 cases continued
23 P cases
24 Q & R cases
25 S cases 
Wardell Smith
26 T cases
27 U & V cases
28 W cases
(a) Tim williams
(b) Wilmington 10
29 X, Y, Z cases
30 Miscellaneous Correspondence '75 [Mayaquez case]
31 Unanswered Correspondence
Box Folder
26 1 Bakke Briefs
2 Black Economic Summit II
3 Blacks in High Federal Offices
4 Carter Scorecard
5 Carter Youth Employment Proposal
6 Young Resignation [Andrew Young]
7 Mitchell Human Needs Amendment
8 Library of Congress Discrimination
9 Equal Rights Amendment
10 Federal Judgeships
11 Budget Appropriations
12 Federal Judge Appointments
13 Chrysler Loan Guarantee Act
14 Criminal Justice
15 Civil Disturbances [Riots]
16 Communications
17 Defense/Military
18 Demographics-Women
19 Draft [Military]
20 Drugs/Narcotics
21 Education
22 Education-Continued
23 Elections-Presidential
24 Employment
25 Equal Employment Reorganization
26 Energy
27 Energy [Minority Energy Organizations]
Box Binders 
27 1
2
3
Folders
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16 
17
CBC Legislative Activities [correspondence] 
1976 Elections/Presidential Candidates 
[correspondence]
CBC Administrative Actions [correspondence]
CBC Staff Activities 
CBC Organization 
Things to do-Forms 
Personal-1976 [Barbara Williams]
CBC Network Building
B.J.W. Notes 1975/1976 [on various affairs]
Staff Meeting Notes
CBC Meeting Notes 1976
B.J.W./CBC Notes 1975
Meeting Notes
Staff Notes-1976
B.J.W. Notes-re CBC
Message File [Telephone Message log]
1976 Dinner Weekend Organization
BOX Folder
28 1 H
2 I
3 J
4 K
5 L
6 M
7 N
8 O
9 OUR, Inc.
10 Q
11 [Rockwell, Inc. - Degree Programs]
12 T
13 Terre Aaute Prison
14 Thank You to CBC [casework]
15 U
16 V
17 W
18 Women in Motion, Inc. [Nichelle Nichols
19 X
20 Y
21 z
22 [Energy, Jobs, and Black Americans]
23 [Casework Letters]
24 [Casework Responses]
25
26
27
[Casework Responses]
Proposals for CBC Endorsement
[Incoming Correspondence on Various Issues]
Box Folder
29 1 CBC Dinner [Includes keynote speeches,
correspondence, audit reports]
2 [CBC Casework File]
3 [CBC Casework File]
4 Louis Stokes
5 Cardiss Collins
6 John Conyers, Jr.
7 Ronald V. Dellums [empty]
8 Julian c. Dixon
9 Melvin H. Evans [empty]
10 Walter Fauntroy
11 Harold Ford [empty]
12 William Gray III.
13 Augustus Hawkins
14 Parren Mitchell
15 Charles Rangel
16 Bennett M. Stewart
17 Shirley A. Chisholm
18 Democratic Party 1980 Platform
19 Jamaica
20 Other Issues for Follow-up
21 Management Planning
22 Audit Report Draft [1980]
23 Hold for Action [personnel-related materials]
24 Hold for Action [personnel-related materials]
25 [CBC Issues] - [corresp., reports. clippings
issues such as T.V. programming, 1980 Democratic 
Platform & campaign, inflation, re­
apportionment ]
Box Folder
30 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16
17
Correspondence Received 
Correspondence Sent 
Criminal Justice 
Dear Colleague Letters 
Defense/Military Brain Trust 
Democratic Study Group
(a) Dinner Weekend letters 
Discrimination in Media 
DNC Black Caucus Information
(a) Demoncratic Black Delegate coalition
(b) Dukes Newspaper Proposal 
DSG Fact Sheet Budget 
Education
Employment
Farmworkers Organization 
Federal Communications Commission 
Federal Express Receipts 
Foreign Affairs 1981
(a) Brezniki Memo
(b) Salim Salim
(c) Foreign Affairs 81 [misc.]
(d) Sadat Info.
(e) Sudanese Visit
(f) Foreign Affairs Braintrust 
Ford Budget Cuts
Four Point Plain
18 Gramm-Latta Budget
19 Haitians Refugee
20 Health Braintrust
21 Housing
22 Howard University WHMM TV
23 Howard University Communication Conference
Box Folder
31
Newsclippings from the CBC clipping service and 
other sources, primarily 1980.
Box Folder
32 1 Clothe-a-Thon/Boutique-A. Reed
2 Compared to What
3 DNC Telethon 1975 [Democratic Nat. Comm.]
4 DNC 1974-75
5 94th Congress Analysis
6 Attica
7 Robert Pritchard
8 Budget FY '76 [CBC Leg. Act. 1975]
9 Cong. Correspondence
10 White House Meeting
11 White House Meeting [Minority Enterprise]
12 Correspondence-Supreme Court Nomination Letter
13 Summer Jobs/Emergency Jobs
14 Dept, of Justice
15 Liberia
16 Federal Appointments File
17 Tom Wood [T.A.W.]
18 Joanne Little
19 Democratic Responses-Ford Econ Speech
20 Institute of Management
21 Federal Agency Appointment - HEW
22 Dec. llth-13th Third National Institute of Black 
Elected Officials
23 Dec. llth BEO Conference
24 Nathaniel Davis
25 Daniel Boorstin-Nomination as Librarian of
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
Congress
Voting Rights Info.
Forum Planning
Publisher's Reply to Letter-Forum 
Congressional Budget Process 
Affirmative Action Session 
Resources Letter Affirmative Action 
Affirmative Action Hearings 
Miscellaneous Correspondence 
Miscellaneous File
Louisville Kentucky Convention; 76 issues Meeting 
Materials
Executive Committee Meeting [Admin. Act. 1975] 
Congressman Charles B. Rangel dated 12-11-75 
CBC Meeting Materials June 1975 
CBC Meeting - July 22, 1975 
CBC Meeting-Action Taken Notes 
Staff memos
a. Regrets-Invitational 
Alicia Christia
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Teddy Pendergrass 
VIP Press Tickets 
10th Weekend Material 
On-Site Recording Co.
Original Proposal [CBC Media Strategy] 
Administrative Correspondence 
Administrative Correspondence 
Administrative Correspondence 
CBC 1979 Legislative Weekend Info Packets
B O X Folder
33 1 Black Hill Directory
2 Black Hill Directory
3 1977 Press Releases
4 Subcommittee on Communications
5 Full Employment - [corresp., clippings, statements 
and studies]
CBC 1979 Legislative Weekend
Box Folder 
33-A 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Black Hill Directory [2 folders]
1977 press Releases 
Subcommittee on Communications
Full Employment - [corresp., clippings, statements 
and studies]
CBC Lawsuit re Franking
1978 Prayer Meeting
M.L. King - [National holiday legislation]
Requests for Information 
[constituent correspondence]
[Administrative Correspondence]
Box Folder
34 1 Summation of Position Statements Presented to 
Pres. Ford 8-21-74
2 Position Statements Presented to President Ford, 
8-21-74
3 Position Available [Job Openings]
4 Insurance Information Institute, 1974 [speech, 
correspondence, brochures, proceedings]
5 Correspondence and Attachments, 1974
6 Black Colleges [Report, fact sheet]
7 Veterans Administration Presidential Nomination 
[correspondence, 6-21-74]
8 [Antioch College]
9 [Various Papers 1973-74]
10 [Correspondence, 1972-74]
11 [Operation PUSH]
12 [Correspondence and attachments, 1973-74]
13 [Wattenberg/Scammon article, 1973]
14 [Natl. Assoc, for Equal Opportunity in Higher 
Educ.]
15 [Correspondence and Attachments, 1973-74]
16 Letters to Minority Aides OEO Legislation
17 Africa/African American Institute
18 [Black Legislative Priorities, 1975 [Workshop]]
19 Minority Business Enterprise
20 National Urban League
21 U.S. Civil Service Commission
22 [Dept, of Health, Educ., and Welfare]
23 [Howard University]
24 [National Black Political Convention, 1974]
25 [Black American Museum and Cultural Center]
26 [Morgan State College]
27 [Morehouse College]
28 [Correspondence 1973-74]
29 [Schedules of Events]
30 Ambassadors (Letters to) 1974
31 [National Assoc, of Black Psychologists] 1974
[Corres;, mailing list, legal motion, 
newsletter]
32 [National Caucus on the Black Aged] 1973-74
[Corres., flyer, program schedule]
33 [Correspondence, 1974]
34 [Survival of Black Higher Education, 1973]
[Corres., lists, schedule]
35 [Blacks and Public Television, 1973] [Corres.,
position papers]
36 [Black Studies] [Corres.]
37 [Minority Broadcasting] [corres.]
38 [United Nations Assoc, of the U.S.A.] [Corres.,
reports, program materials]
39 [Caucus of Black Economists] [Corres.,]
40 [Commission for Racial Justice] [corres.]
41 [U.S. Commission on Civil Rights] [Corres.] 
[D.C. Project on Community Legal Assistance and42
Street Law] [Corres. and attachments, 1974]
43 [Congratulations to Black Mayors-Elect, 1973]
44 [Congress of Racial Equality [Core]] [Corres.]
45 [Correspondence, 1973-74]
Box Folder
35 1 Funds, use of (Not for campaign members or Caucus
purposes) - [correspondence]
2 Recommendation Letters [from Gus Adair]
[Administrative Correspondence] - (12 folders;3
Box Folder 
35-A 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
[Administrative Correspondence]
U.S. conference of Mayors
Miscellaneous [Administrative correspondence] 
Washington Lawyers' Committee for Civil Right 
Under Law
Stephen D. KEEFFE/KEEFFE and Costikyan 
[correspondence]
Crime Conference - Irv. Joyner 
Speaker of the House [Letter to]
Senate Minority Aides 
Senators [Letters to]9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
[CBC Brochures, newsletter]
Yvonne B. Burke 
CBC Press clips 
Shirley Chisholm
[Press Packages, 1978, 1979 Leg. Weekends]
Robert Nix
Ralph Metcalfe
[Mass Media concerns]
Mickey Leland 
Louis Stokes
To The President - [CBC corresp. to the White 
House, 1979 - 80]
Newsletter - [BCB, 1975-78]
Media Interns [corresp. file]
CBC Assesses President's Energy Proposal - [news
releases]
Box Folder
37 1 African-American [Diggs] Manifesto on Southern 
Africa - [corresp., background articles, press 
releases]
2 CBC new members [corresp. to]
3 [Rangel Energy-Employment Proposal] [statements, 
newsletters]
4 CBC Photos [xeroxes of group picture; Jesse
Jackson's speech before the Repub. Nat'l. Comm., 
1978]
5 CBC/Kennedy Meeting Press Policy - [also contains 
CBC/Vance meeting Middle East Questions; and CBC 
biog. sketches]
6 William Gray [newsletters from]
7 Mailing lists - members
8 Printed Material
9 CBC Statements
10 Africa - [corresp., reports, statements, meeting 
agendas]
11 William L. clay
12 Cardiss Collins
13 John Conyers
14 Ron Dellums
15 Charles C. Diggs
16 Julian C. Dixon
17 Harrison Ford
18 Parren Mitchell
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
Printed material
Barbara Jordan 
Mickey Leland 
Augustus Hawkins 
[CBC Bio sketches]
Media - [correspondence of the CBC Media Director, 
1978]
Andy Young Resignation/Questions - [CBC 
statements, press releases]
Education Braintrust 1979 - [agenda and 
attachments]
Housing - [proposal, reports, studies]
Energy - [clippings, press releases, 
correspondence, reports]
Hispanics
For Review and Signature, Cardiss Collins 
[corresp. printed material, clippings, news 
releases on various issues, 1979]
Sept. 12 CBC Meeting - [agenda and attachments] 
Health Braintrust
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
CBC Continued Action Needed [issues to be
addressed, correspondence to be answered]
Hold Pending Info
12
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
B
(a) Eric Benford
(b) Beverly A. Briston
(c) George J. Brooks
(d) James Lee Brooks
(e) A.R. Brown 
A
D
c
E
F
G
H
(a) Personal background of E.E.O. 
Josef E. Herbert
I-J
K
(a) Kingswood Betterment Society 
L
(a) Charlotte Lawrence
Complaint
M
Box Folder
40 1 Joint Center [correspondence]
2 Modeen Enterprises
3 Queens Village Agency
4 Returned Checks - 5th Annual Dinner
5 Inter-Office Memoranda
6 Speedy Messenger Service
7 [Dinner Receipts] - [1975]
8 Payroll/Income Tax Returns
9 Void checks
10 Harley, Donnie M.
11 1974 Auditor's Report
12 Butler, Patricia
13 Earth Wind and Fire [empty]
14 Dinner Correspondence/General
15 LaVonne A. Ayres
16 Argo, Barbara
17 1975 Annual Dinner Weekend Auditor's Report
18 Wage and Tax Statements - [1975, 1977]
19 [1977 Dinner Receipts]
20 Bank Reconciliation [n b w ]
21 1977 Payroll
der
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
Robinson, Howard [empty]
Taxes [empty]
Abutments [empty]
Depository Payments 
DUCB [empty]
Social Security Requests 1971 
D.C. Taxes
Employer's Return of Income Tax Withheld [empty] 
Emp. Forms [empty]
D.C. Withholding Forms
Federal Employment Taxes
House [xeroxes of salary payments]
IRS [blank form]
Maryland [withholding tax]
Tax Instructions [empty]
Treasurer's Report [empty]
Virginia [withholding tax]
Wage and Tax Statement 
Washington Hilton 
Withholding Information 
Checking Accounts [empty]
Void Checks
Freedom National Bank of New York
Riggs National Bank
UCNB
Returned Checks
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
Savings Accounts 
Advance
Bank of Finance
Fed. Home Loan Bank [empty]
Gateway National Bank
Industrial Bank
Independence
Quincy Fed. S&L
Financial Statements
CBC Budget
Signature Cards
CBC Assets and Liabilities
Chart of Accounts
January, 1974 - [financial statement]
February, 1974 - [financial statement]
April - [financial statement]
May - [financial statement]
June - [financial statement]
July - [financial statement]
Legislative Internship Invoices [including other 
CBC budgetary information]
Reynolds, Cheryl - [empty]
1976 Budget
Black Committee Staff - [Listings]
Miscellaneous
CBC Newsletter Budget
1976 Dinner Weekend
53 CBC Newsletter Budget
54 1975 Dinner Invoices
55 Sioux Indians
56 Busing
57 Legislative Meetings
58 Xerox Logs
59 Telegrams
Box Folder
42 1 Lydia Allen
2 A.B. Dick
3 Alternatives, Inc.
4 Amity Rubber Stamp Co.
5 Associated Booking Corp.
6 Associated Insurance Co.
7 Atlanta U. Center
8 Baker, Hames and Burke Reporting
9 Best Printers of Capitol Hill
10 Anita Brown
11 James D. Brown, Jr.
12 Laura Ross Brown
13 Peobo Bryson Enterprises, Inc.
14 Budget Information 1980
15 Wainwright Boseman
16 Paul H. Butler
17 Burg Music Company
18 Beltway Limousine Service
19 CBC Articles of Incorporation
20 CBC Chart of Accounts
21 CBC Office Procedures
22 CMCA
23 Campbell Photo and Printing Service
24 Career Blazers
25 CATO
26 Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Charbonnet
54 Guy Draper and Assoc.
55 Drawing Board
56 Drums Unlimited
57 Emery Air Freight
58 Sgt. Margo Evans
59 Exspeedite Service
60 F.F. Waters Caterers
61 Roberta Flack Enterprises, Inc.
62 Liani Foster
63 Four Seasons Hotel
64 Diane Franklin
65 Gloria M. Fryer
66 Garrett - Buchanan Company
67 Gebbie Press
68 GLP, Inc.
69 Georgetown Photo Center
70 Ed Gildersleeve
71 Saahara Claude
72 Good Impressions, Inc.
* 73 Thelma Goodrich
74 William H. Gray
75 Greyhound Airport Service
76 Jean Habteab
77 Carolyn P . Gibson
78 Keith Harewood
79 Hargrove, Inc.
80 Hawkins for Congress Committee
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
Rep. Augustus Hawkins 
Henry Street Settlement 
Highland Hotel 
Helen Y. Hill 
Frank Hinton 
Karen Hixson 
Ernestine Hopkins 
Mr Michael Hodgkin 
House Recording Studios 
Howard Inn
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hudson 
Hudson's Directory
Independence Federal Savings and Loan
Independence Savings 10102
Internal Revenue Service
Interreligious Task Force
Denise Lynn Jarman
John Marshall Hotel
Mike Jones
Johnson Products Co.
Kennedy Center 
Glenn King
Henry A. Latimer and Son 
Labero Productions, Inc.
Melvin W. Lindsey 
Litho Comp, Inc.
Veronica Luster
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
Quinta Martin
Maryland Sound Industries, Inc.
The Mayflower
Sandra A. Mitchell
Patricia Miller
Mitchel's Trophier
Rep. Parren J. Mitchell
Merrill Lynch Ready Assets Trusts
Montgomery Ward
Moorland-Spingarn Research Center
National Black/Hispanic Democratic Coalition
National Conference on Black Agenda
National Information Data Center
National Municipal League
National Press Club
National Public Radio
New York Telephone
On-Site Recording Co.
Page America 
PANIC Press
Pascal, Weiss, Peartree and Habbert 
Parking Management, Inc.
Paz, Inc.
1979 Payroll
1980 Payroll 
Penn Flower Shop 
Cash [Petty]
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
Mark Porter
Potomac Temporaries 
Joseph Powell 
Press Intelligence 
Prestige Automatic Typing 
Ram Printing and Graphics 
Robert Payne 
Rep. Charles B. Rangel 
Reproductions, Inc.
Restaurant 
Ms. Dorothy Ross 
Royal Dutch Florists 
James K. Sampson 
Scurlock Studios
Seafarers Henry Lundeberg School of seamanship 
Andrea T. Simms
Box Folder
43 1 SISK Mailing Service
2 Clifton B. Smith
3 Constance L. Smith
4 Mike Smith
5 Pinckney Speights
6 Sheila A. Smith
7 Spotlight Presents
8 Stokes for Congress Committee
9 Bank Signature Cards
10 State Services Organization
11 Taxes - MD W/H 15705
12 Federal Tax Deposits
13 DUCB Refunds/Forms
14 940-Forms
15 Stanley Tate
16 Gil Taylor
17 Toni Taylor
18 Joy Terrell
19 Ticketron
20 Treasurer General, WSDAR
21 Typewriter Serviceman
22 Tyson, Belzer, and Associates
23 Void Checks
24 Employee Unemployment Benefits
25 Taxes - Fed W/H 15703
26 Taxes - Va W/H 15706
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
United Airlines
U.S. Treasury 
Mike Ward
Wall Street Journal
Washington Convention and Visitors Center
Washington Hilton Hotel
Washington Star
Watergate Hotel
staff Resumes
Judy Weber
Wells & Co.
Jim Wells Photographer
Williams H. White
Barbara J. Williams
Clarence Williams
Mr. & Mrs. John Williams
Charles J. Worth & Associates
Yancey Graphics
C & P Telephone
1976 Dinner
[1979 Disbursements]
Box Folder
44 1 A.B. Dick
2 Advances/Internship
3 Advance Federal 10132
4 A/R Employees 11010 [empty]
5 A/R Returned Checks 11020 [empty]
6 A/R - Trade 11001
7 AFRAM
8 Action Printing
9 Admiral Security Service
10 African American Institute
11 Andrews - Bartlett and Associates
12 Atlantic Systems Inc.
13 Baker, Hames & Bunker
14 Barnett Caterers
15 The Beverly Hilton Hotel
16 Black Alabama Homecoming Committee
17 George Brenneman II
18 Bridges, Beryl W.
19 Alfreda Carter
20 C.A.T.O.
21 CBC Budget
22 Valeri Byrd
23 CBC Foundation
24 CBC Staff Meetings
25 CBS Records
26 CINE
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
C & P Telephone
C & P Telephone
Cabrera, Radamase
Maryl Love Clavou
William L. Clay
Clerk, D.C. Superior Court
Congressional Quarterly
CDS/CMCA
Coffee Systems
Rodney A. Coleman
Colburn, [Kenneth S.]
C.O.L. - 1977
Helene Colvin
Computer Forms
Collins, Cardiss
Concert Correspondence/General
Contributions/General
Congressional Liquors
DBD Associates
Delta Airlines
Debra Demmons
Dimensions Unlimited
Dinner Memos 1977
District Delivery
The Drawing Board
Emery Air Freight
C & P Telephone
54
55
56
57
58
59
60 
61 
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
Equitable 
Falcon Color, Inc.
Fargo
Walter E. Fauntroy
F.M.E. Corporation (Friden Mailing Equipment) 
Harold E. Ford 
Mark Franklin 
Ginn's
William H. Gray III 
Carl Green 
Delores Gilbert 
Get-Out-The-Vote/DNC 
George Shaffer Florist 
Gateway National 
Habteab J.
Donnal Hamilton 
Hammond, J.
Harambee House 
Harmon Rosalind 
Joyce Holley 
Hopkins, Ernestine 
House Majority Room 
House Recording Studios 
House Restaurant 
Humphries, Derrick 
Hudson's Directory 
IBM
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
Independence Dinner Account [76]
Independence Dinner Account [78]
Independence Pre-Checking 10121
Jackson, Rosalind
Tracy Y. Jenkins
Denise Lynn Jarman
Wilma Jeff
Joint Center
George W. King Co.
Roy Lewis
Lucas, Tucker & Co.
Lucas, Tucker & Co.
Mailing List
Interoffice Memos and CBC Related Activities 
[(Administrative & Legislative]
BOX Folder
45 1 Millstone Corporation
2 Miscellaneous
3 Mitchell's Trophies
4 National Bank of Washington
5 Northlight Video
6 Ray Nunn
7 Pritchett, Harriet C.
8 1978 Payroll
9 Press Intelligence
10 Office Supplies [Stationery Store]
11 Postmaster
12 Joseph Powell
13 Alfred E. Osborne
14 Potomac Temporaries
15 Quincy
16 Reynolds, Cheryl D.
17 Dorothy Ross
18 Reedy, Bruce
19 Receipts/Deposits
20 Roy Lewis Productions
21 Cheryl Sanders
22 Senesie, Sheila
23 James Sexton, Jr.
24 Constance L. Smith
25 Shoreham Americana Hotel
26 Sisk Mailing Service
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
Smothers and Myers 
South Central Bell 
Speed Rubber Stamp 
Speed Service 
Bennett M. Stewart 
Subscriptions 
TFA Electro Sound 
Tech Drafting 
Tennis Tournament 
Terrell, Joy A.
Mrs. H .C . Thomas 
Travel
Traveling Taj, Inc.
Unicorn Graphics
Vendable Neslage Galleries
Void Checks
Wall Street Journal
Mack Walters
Washington Hilton Hotel
Washington Post
Phil Watson
Wells & Company
Doris A. West
Western Union
Rev. Leamon W. White
Sheita White
*Williams, Barbara J.
54 John C . Williams, Jr.
55 Week Press
56 Xerox
57 Washington Hilton Hotel
58 Washington Star
59 [Financial Statements and Audit Reports]
60 [Voucher Check Register, 1973]
Box Folder
46 Financial Papers, primarily cancelled checks; some
payroll stubs; various receipts for services
rendered to CBC.
23
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
Receipt Book, 1973 
Receipt Book, 1978 
Receipt Book, 1976-78 
Receipt Book, 1976-78 
Receipt Book, 1978 
[Press Releases, 1979 & 1980]
[1977 Dinner Planning Notebook]
[1977 Dinner Planning Folder]
[1979 CBC Weekend Notebook]
[Dinner Receipts, Sept. 1979] 1 of 3
[Dinner Receipts, Sept. 1979] 2 of 3
[Dinner Receipts, Sept. 1979] 3 of 3
[Financial Papers, 1979 Dinner]
[Dinner Receipts, Nov. 1979]
[Dinner Receipts, Oct. 1979]
January Receipts, 1980 
March, 1980 Cash Receipts
Dinner & Other Deposits, July 1979 1 of 3
Dinner & Other Deposits, July 1979 2 of 3
Dinner & Other Deposits, July 1979 3 of 3
General CBC Resource Development Concepts For CBC
Fundraiser
23
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
[Various Papers 1981] [Newsclippings mainly]
NBLR Material [National Black Leadership 
Roundtable]
Drafts-Executive Director Announcements 
Staff
CBC [Various Papers, 1981]
[Various Papers, 1981]
Follow-up
Northeast Regional Meeting Report, 1981 
In Box For Action [Various papers, 1980-81] 
[Various Papers, 1981 -] [Correspondence, 
schedules, statements, agendas, printed 
materials, speeches, newsclips, holograph notes] 
Same as above
Copies [Correspondence & reports, 1981]
*CBC Foundation Personnel Meeting 
CBC/CBC Foundation Corporate Braintrust & Dinner 
*Copies [Various Papers, 1981] [includes budget] 
CBC Foundation 
Graduate Intern Orientation
Tasks Completed During the Month of June (By 
Functional Area) [1981]
[Various Papers, 1981]
[Various Papers, 1981]
21 1981 Copies [Various Papers] 
1981 Copies [Various Papers] 
1981 Copies [Various Papers]
22
23
23
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
[Correspondence, 1978] 
[Correspondence, 1978]
CBC/Carter Meeting 2-28-79
Foreign Affairs, CBC/African Leaders
Foreign Affairs TransAfrica
CBC/Cabinet Members
CBC/Caribbean Ambassadors
CBC/Oversight
Communications/CBC 77-78
EEO/EEOC
EEO/Sears Case
[CETA]
EEO/Bakke Follow-up 
EEO/Civil Rights Reorg. II 
EEO/Weber vs. Kaiser 
Full Employment Bill 
Staff Activities, 1978 
Africa Developments 
[Bakke Case Documents]
[Bakke Case Documents]
Bakke [Various materials]
CBC Staff Activities - 1977 
CBC Staff Operation 
Various Papers
CBC Recess - Staff Activities 
October 1978 Notes [holograph]
27 June 1978 Notes [holograph]
28 Note - To Do
29 Notes June 1978 [Holograph]
30 Notes May 1978 [Holograph]
31 Notes [1978 - Holograph]
32 CBC Action Log [holograph]
33 Sept. Notes [1978]
34 August Notes [1978]
35 October Notes [1978]
36 July Notes [1978]
Box Folder 
50 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
[General Account Ledger Sheets]
CBC - Executive Committee [Minutes,
correspondence, *financial papers and related 
papers]
AFL-CIO/COPE [notes, correspondence, planning 
papers, agenda, membership list 
CBC/Chief Executive Meeting [1975 [Minutes,
holograph notes, proposals, xeroxed newsclips, 
summaries, note cards]
*Guidelines Regarding Gifts & Meeting/CBC
[Correspondence, policy statements, capabilities 
brochures]
[Women's Issues] [Newsletter, brochures, surveys, 
studies, 1 greeting card]
Wilmington 10 Case [Correspondence, xerox 
newsclippings, holograph notes]
[Wilmington 10 Case] [correspondence, press 
releases, xeroxed newsclips]
Federal Communications Comm, [briefs, speeches, 
statements, motions, xeroxed newsclippings 
regarding EEO requirements in broadcasting]
Bakke Brief #1 [correspondence, flyers, briefs, 
press releases, writs]
Bakke Brief #2 [Bakke Writ in reply to CBC,
summaries, chronologies, correspondence, working 
papers Bakke Roundtable papers, speeches,
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
newsclipps]
[Various Papers 1976-77] [FCC briefs and 
correspondence, Agriculture Dept, 
correspondence, CBC Dinner 1977, Black Panther 
Party]
Equal Opportunity [Statistics, research, press 
releases, correspondence and newsclips]
[Women's Campaign Fund] [correspondence, position 
statements, 1977]
Adds for Mailing List [business cards,
correspondence, holograph notes, and other 
mailing lists]
[Correspondence of Exec. Dir.] [Primarily 1976] 
[Women's Issues]
[Correspondence of Exec. Dir.] [Primarily 1976?] 
Burke - From [1976 correspondence from CBC 
Chairperson Rep. Yvonne B. Burke]
Memos to Members (1976) [primarily 1976; some 
newsclips and holograph notes]
Women's Hook-Up [Correspondence, lists, 
newsletter]
Burke - To [primarily 1976 correspondence to CBC 
Cairperson Rep. Yvonne B Burke]
Various Papers 1976-77 [mainly correspondence, but 
includes ^budget recommendations and financial 
papers]
Memos to Mitchell [primarily correspondence of CBC 
Chairman Rep. Parren J. Mitchell, 1976-77]
Memos to Mitchell [primarily correspondence [and 
related items] of CBC Chairman Rep. Parren J. 
Mitchell, 1977 ]
[Money Receipt Book, 1979, for CBC Dinner]
Box Folder
50-A 1 Democratic Study Group [DSG] Reports, Oct.-Dec. 
1975
2 DSG Fact Sheets, Jan.-March, 1975
3 Universities and Colleges in Key Congressional 
Districts - [Listing]
4 House Calendar - Month of April
5 Schedule of Congressional Committee Hearings, 
July-Aug.
6 Education and Labor Committee - [Bills]
7 Older Americans Act Hr. 3922 Education and Labor 
Comm.
8 The X Factor in Foreign Policy [Brookings]
9 Toward An International Energy Policy for the U.S
10 Government Operations Committee
11 House Ways and Means Committee
12 Interior and Insular Affairs Committee
13 Amtrack Improvement Act of 1975
14 Public Works and Transportation Committee
15 Judiciary Committee
16 Rules Committee
17 Science and Technology Committee
18 Select Committee On Aging
19 Small Business Committee
20 Select Committee on Intelligence
21 Special alert 6-25-74 - HUD Act of 1974 (H.R.
15361)
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
40
41
Special Alert - May 28, 1974 Office of Technology 
Assessment
Air Force Sergeants Assoc. - [Lobby newsletter] 
Resource Memorandum to the CBC from Woodrow 
Ginsburg
LEAA - Analysis of Administration Safe Streets Act 
- [Report]
CBC/Carter Meeting [1977 Discussion Paper]
DSG Reports Jan.-Mar. 1975
DSG Reports April-June 1975
DSG Reports July-Sept. 1975
Newsclippings - CBC Aims and Interests
Newsclippings HUD
DSG Fact Sheets July-Sept. 1975
DSG Fact Sheets Oct.-Dec. 1975
Youth Employment Proposals
Report of the Budget Committee April 14, 1975 
1977 & 1980 Dinner Weekend Planning [4 folders] 
Mailing List - (5folders, names of invitees to 
1977 CBC Dinner
Economy/Jobs 1977
Box Folder 
51 1
2
5
6 
7
Caucus of Black Democrats
[Communications Braintrust] - (3 folders) 
[CBC Policy Statements, P.R. materials] 
CBC Press Releases, 1975 
CBC Press Releases, 1976
8 Comparison of Energy Proposals, DSG Report
9 Thank You Letter Dinner Weekend
10 Legislative Workshop Packet - (1976)
11 Congressional Reports
12 Kissinger Statement - CBC August 9, 1975
Box Folder
52 Individual portraits of CBC members. Group photos of
various events and activities.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
[Democratic National Campaign, 1976], 1 folder, 1 
notebook 
NABEO
Busing Info.
Battered wives
Burke - Charlotte Speech
Affirmative Action
EEOC
African Diplomats 
Administrative Corresponden 
Institute of Black World 
A Position on the Mass Communications 
Media [1972]
Administrative Correspondence [3 folders]
1976 Democratic Platform
Box Folder
54 1 1976 Convention [transcript of a Democratic 
meeting chaired by Strauss]
2 1976 Democratic National Platform Committee 
[copies of testimonies]
3 Caucus of Black Democrats - Issues Conference, 
Charlotte, NC, 1976 [program]
4 Charlotte conference - Media
5 Charlotte Conference - Issues
6 Black 1976 Participation - Notes
7 Testimony and Recent Papers by Woodrow Ginsburg 
6-75
8 Election - 1976 [correspondence re Issues 
Conference]
9 DNC Black Caucus
10 1976 Issues Conference
11 Caucus of Black Democrats - [meeting notes]
12 Thank You Letters to Witnesses - [Correspondence 
re may Forum on Full Employment]
13 Caucus of Black Democrats, Pre-Convention Material
14 New Democratic Coalition
15 Material for Noon Meeting with Frank, Cowan,
Democratic National Committee, Minority Affairs 
[CBD/Democratic Platform]
16 Political Election - 1976 [clippings, notes, 
printed statistical reports]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Corporation for Public Broadcasting - [1947] 
Undercount of Blacks in Census - Urban League 
Census Bureau Reports Listings on Blacks 
The Black Family - Census Bureau Analysis 
Distribution of the Negro Population, 1970 
Rectifying the Black Undercount, 1970-1980 
Current Population Reports 
Census
CBC - Black Aged
CBC - Black Appalachian Commission 
CBC - Black Expo [1971]
CBC - Black Panther Party [Stokes letter to H. 
Newton, 1972]
CBC - Joint Center for Political Studies 
CBC - PEBSI [HEW]
CBC - Memberships and Contributions 
[correspondence from L. Stokes]
CBC - Recommendations
CBC - Referrals [to Members]
Republic of New Africa 
CBC - Referrals to Others 
CBC - Requests Declined 
CBC - Resources - Individuals 
CBC - Resources - Organiz.
CBC - Sickle Cell Anemia
CBC Publications
25 CBC - Small Business Admin.
26 CBC - South Africa
27 CBC - Supreme Court Nominations
28 CBC - Unemployment [correspondence, CBC position
paper, press release]
29 CBC - U.S. Postal Service Department
30 Voter Registration
31 Welfare Reform
32 Wilmington, NC Situation
33 Prison Reform
34 YOU [Youth Organizations United]
35 Africa
36 Congrats from Caucus
Box Folder
56 1 CBC - Criticisms of
2 CBC - Economic Program
3 CBC - Casework - [Correspondence File on
constituents' problems]
4 CBC - Case - Tippah County [Ripley] MS
5 CBC - Civil Rights [cases]
6 CBC - clergy
7 Community Development [Department of]
[correspondence re: proposal]
8 CBC - Condolences
9 CBC - Congratulations to
10 CBC - Drug Problem
11 Alexander, Hon. Harry T.
12 CBC - BILL - So. African Exploitation by US
Business - H.R. 13147
13 CBC - Bicentennial
14 Employment - CBC [resumes of staff and applicants]
15 CBC - Education - [correspondence, reports,
publications on black - related issues in 
education]
16 Davis, Angela [CBC]
17 CBC - Democratic National Committee
18 CBC - Elections 1972 [correspondence file]
19 CBC - Agriculture Dept.
20 CBC - Equal Employment Opportunity
21 Proposal - Expanding the Cable communications
Resource Center Into the Communications Resource
Center, 1977
22 Report - Telecommunications and Society
Box Folder 
57 1
2
3
4
5
6 
7
Economy/Employment Subcommittee 
CLEO Letters and Correspondence, 1976 
Council - Economic Advisers 
Econ. impact Data & Analysis 
Complimentary Subscription Letter's 
Voting Records
Voting Rights Act [(letters for constituents, 
voting analysis, 1975]
8 Voter Registration
58
Box
1 "Black Caucus O/C & Bridge [2 reels]
2 45 sec. spot for Andy Young Rally 10-4-81
3 Lift Every Voice and Sing Brothers of Washington,
D .C . Take - Two
4 MBS 1040
5 Barbara Jordan - Symphonic Spirituals 4-18-79
6 Anti - Mattel Boycott Commercial
7 Bond's Bylines Second Take - First Cut 2
Good - One Take
8 Bond's Byline Sheridan, 11-9-81
Slides
CBC activities - 2 packets of slides 
CBC members in group and individual poses - 1 
packet
Videotapes
Selective Service 1980 Registration PSA's 
Selective Service 1980 Spanish Registration 
Videocassette
IYC - CBC Awards Dinner [Rep. Chisholm - Rep. 
Diggs]
Reel Tapes
Rep. Fauntroy 11-3-81
BOX Folder
59 1 Materials printed for 1979 CBC Dinner
2 Presentation: Racism and Sexism on Capitol Hill,
Feb. 9, 1980 Howard University
3 Ninth Annual CBC Legislative Weekend Plenary
Session, Legislative Workshop Material
4 General CBC Information
5 Office of Management Services [corresp. and report
in 3 - ring binder]
6 Dinner Manual [3 - ring binder]
7 1980 - First Annual CBC Meeting [3 - ring binder
containing meeting agenda and items to be 
discussed]
8 CBC Administrative - [3 - ring binder containing
CBC Plan, CBC Budget, staff guidelines, by-laws]
9 1980 Legislative Weekend Program
10 [1979 admin. Correspondence]
11 1978 Legislative Weekend Program
12 1979 Legislative Weekend Program
13 1980 Legislative Weekend Program - [Administrative
file] 2 folders
60
Box
1 About CBC
2 Legislative Workshop Package
3 1980 Legislative Weekend [4 folders]
7 National Black Leadership Roundtable, 1978
Folder
Box Folder 
61 1 
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10  
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
CBC Chronological File, December 1978
CBC Staff Info. [1979 Legislative Weekend]
CBC Meeting April 19, 1979 - [Agenda]
Rationale Pay Increases for CBC Staff; [1979 CBC 
Budget]
CBC By-Laws
Correspondence/In No Response Required 
Jean's Info.
Memos to CBC Members
CBC Account - Lucas, Tucker & Co. - [audit of 1978 
CBC Dinner]
CBC Administrative Assistants - [memos to]
*CBC Archives [corresp. re its establishment at 
MSRC ]
Correspondence to Cardiss Collins 
CBC/Carter - [correspondence, 1979]
CBC Executive Committee - [Memos, meeting agendas]
Chairman [PJM] Correspondence
CBC Fundraising Committee - [Memos]
CBC Meeting Memos
National Telecommunications and Information 
Administration - [information on minority 
affairs ]
19 CPB Report - [newsletters]
20 NAB Highlights -
21 CBC Afro-American Heritage Program - [invitation,
fliers, memos]
22 Youth - [info, on International Year of the Child]
23 1978 CBC Congressional Black Staff Directory
24 Jazz Programming - [Correspondence]
25 Public Broadcasting - [corporation for Public
Broadcasting - printed materials]
26 1979 CBC Legislative Weekend - [information
packet]
27 Legislative Briefing Informational Kit - [Big Red
Publishing Media Campaign Census]
28 Professional Development Seminar, "The Effective
Use of the Congressional Placement Office"
Box Folder 
62 1 
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
AFRICA/BLACK Leadership Conference
Urban Policy - Advocates
Urban Policy/Carter
CBC Urban Policy/Statement
EEO - Executive Agencies
EEO Civil Service Com'n/Clint Smith Case 
Communications Act 
CETA [2 folders]
South Africa Forum 
Ambassador Young - May 9 1977
Legislative Briefing Informational Kit, Big Red 
Publishing Media Campaign Census 
Vance Meeting [Press policy and format for 
meeting]
Haiti [Update from Congressman Lehman]
1979 Miscellaneous [Admin, correspondence]
CBC Staff Correspondence - Interoffice 
[Petition, letters seeking investigation of 
Malcolm X's assassination]
CBC Communications Internship (information
packet)
Box Folder
63 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
Black Economic Summit
Congressman Diggs Book List - [inventory]
Address change - [for Cong. Diggs]
WJR News [interview w/Diggs after 1980 conviction] 
Congratulations - [Diggs' corresp.]
General Correspondence - 1977
1977 Public Relations - Condolences 
1979-80 - General Correspondence
1978 - General Correspondence
B O X Folder
64 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Michigan Democratic Delegation - [1977 
correspondence from/to Diggs]
Office Inventory [contains correspondence, 1976 
1980]
GSA [Delinquent Account] [2 folders] 
Telegram/Western-Union 
Carlton Wright - SBA 
Michigan Democratic Party 
Precinct Delegates
Diggs Election Campaign Requests [Report of 
Receipts and Expenditures, 1972]
Diggs for Congress Committee, Jan. 31, 1977
Box Folder
65 1 Gold
2 [Correspondence, clips, statements, reports, 1972]
3 Gold [Reports, newsclips
4 Gov't. Agencies/Post Office
5 Correspondence - Personal
6 Gulf [periodicals, reports, 1974]
7 Gulf Boycott [clippings, flyers, corres., 1973-74]
8 Herbicides [Bill & statement, 1973]
9 Hearings [newsclippings]
10 Human Rights
11 Immigration and Naturalization Service
12 Immigration & Students
13 Indian Ocean [newsclips, report, hearings, 1971]
14 Inter-American Foundation [brochures, corres.]
15 IBM Challenge [1975-76]
16 IDA [International Development Association]
17 International Labor Organizations
18 INS-Chiri [Immigration & Naturalization Service]
19 Japan-U.S. Friendship Act
20 Trip: Japan
21 Job Recommendations
22 Labor
23 Labor: Forced Labor
24 Legislation-Africa-Related
25 Liberation Movements: General
26 Liberation Movements - Gov't
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
ANC [Rhodesia]
Liberation Movement - ANC/South Africa 
Liberation Movements - Frelimo 
Liberation Movement: Frolizi 
Liberation Movement - MP LA/An go1a 
Liberation Movement: PAC
Liberation Movement - PAIGC/Portugese Guinea & 
Cape Verde
Liberation Movement: Scandinavian Aid to
Liberation Movement: Swapo
Liberation Movement: Unita
Liberation: Unity
Liberation Struggles
Library
Library of Congress 
Lusoha Manifesto 
Economics
Liberation Movement - ZAPU/Rhodesia 1971
Box Folder
66 1 
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
Education [articles]
Energy 
Environment 
Exchange Programs 
Exxon
Executive Agreements 
Facts and Information 
Forced Labor [Africa, 1972]
Freedom of Information 
GAO
General Correspondence/Dept. State 1972 
Gervasi, Jean
General corresp./Dept. of State 1971
Public Broadcasting
Poster - 1980 Legislative Weekend
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Foreign Affairs [correspondence, press releases, 
articles, 1979]
Franking
Full Employment [2 folders]
Hawkins-Full Employment Summary - 95th Cong.
EEO Title IX
1979 CBC Weekend 
EEOC [2 folders]
Education
Electoral College Reform 
ERA
1980 Census 
Criminal - Judiciary 
Democratic Conference - 1980 
D.C. Street Academy
D.C. Voting Rights Bill .
Department of Commerce 
Dinner Correspondence 1978 
Dinner 1979
Defense Policy Braintrust 
Xerox/CBC - Summer Jobs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Overall Weekend Plans, 1981 
[Reagan Speeches]
CBC Meeting June 3, 1981
1980 CBC Weekend Suggestions
Performance Evaluation
Black Women's Agenda
CBC Meeting Sept. 9, 1981 [agenda]
[CBC Weekend Plans]
[1981 Annual Legislative Weekend] Correspondence 
Administrative correspondence
[CBC corresp., reports, statement of priorities, 
in 3 - ring binder]
Performance evaluation [2 folders]
Plenary Session/Rally 
Black Leadership Forum 
National Black Leadership Roundtable 
Gary Rivers
CBC Patron Vip Reception 
CBC Dinner
Complimentary Ticket List
Printed material
Box Folder
69 1
7
8
tCBC Annual Legislative Weekend, 1980] 
Correspondence, meeting Agenda, Reports, 
financial papers, fundraising proposals, 
schedules, holograph notes, planning materials, 
flyers, programs, pamphlets, mailing lists, 
registration cards, [6 folders]
[CBC Organizational/Administrative Papers] 
[Legislative priorities of members, staff 
assignments, activities and proposed activities, 
issues and priorities, committee assignments, 
CBC Background]
CBC Weekend Registration Folders (4)
tos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Barbara Jordan [not in frame]
Shirley Chisholm, _______________ , Cardis Collins
Barbara Williams, Alex Hailey + ______________
CBC & staff affair - with Charles Diggs, Charles 
Rangel, Barbara Williams,....
Andrew Young
President Carter, Barbara Williams + Parren 
Mitchell (background-staff)?
Congressman Harold Ford & Hon. Walter E. Fauntroy
Walter E. Fauntroy
Andrew Young & Harold Ford
Ronald Dellums
Harold Ford & John Conyers
Parren Mitchell
Charles Rangel, Dionne Warwick, Lou Rawls, Yvonne 
Burke, William Clay, & Louis Stokes 
Barbara Williams
Parren Mitchell, Tip O'Neill, Charles Diggs & 
congressional staff
CBC and staff - Stokes, Mitchell, Rangel,
Young, Diggs, Robert Nix, _____________,
Fauntroy, Ford, Chisholm, ____________ , Collins
John Conyers 
Augustus Hawkins
Barbara Williams, John Conyers, Walter Mondale &
wife
20 Cardiss Collins
21 Harold Ford
22 Robert Nix
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
CBC Meeting, Dec. 15, 1977 
[Loretta Long] [Publicity Materials]
[Various Papers, 1977-78] [Mainly correspondence] 
[Various Papers, 1978] [Mainly corres., but
including brochures, flyers & other attachments] 
Carter/Black Leadership Mtg., Dec. 14, 1977- 
Williams
CBC Meeting Notes, 1977 
White House Correspondence, 1977 
CBC Meeting, Sept. 14, 15, 1977 
Financial [Corres., 1977]
[Various Papers, 1978] [Corres., xerox copies of 
Congressional Record, NBLR materials, Bakke case 
materials]
[Status Reports, 1978]
[National Black Leadership Roundtable, 7-15-78] 
Legislative Workshops [1978]
Conventions/Notice
A - issues [mainly correspondence]
C - Issues [Corres., speeches, 1977]
Cuba Response, CBC Cuba Trip [1978]
CBC/Cuba-Haiti-Jamaica Trip, Dec. 1977 
Sept. 24, 1977 NBLR Meeting
1975 Correspondence
1977 Memorandum [Mainly correspondence &
attachments]
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
CBC Memos, 1977
B.J.W. 1977 Correspondence To Be Filed 
Black Academicians [memo]
[Correspondence, 1977] [Memos]
Carter Meeting, 11-9-77 [Memos, statistics,
reports, legislative summaries, talking points, 
testimonies, bills, news release, charts, 
summaries, recommendations]
Black Leadership Forum [speech, typescript notes, 
corres. 1977]
Hook-Up, Sept. 25 8-12 Noon
CBC Interest Group Meetings [n.d.] [Summary & 
Interest Survey]
CBC Staff Activities, 1978 
Caucus Meeting 5-2 4-78 minutes
Black Women's Hook-Up 
Black Scientists [1978]
Black Organizations [corres., 1978]
August 1978 CBC Meeting [letter]
CBC Legislative Activities, 1978 
Black Business Policy Review council - Abe 
Vendable
Correspondence, 1979
NBLR Meeting, March 11, 1978
Correspondence 1977-78
CBC/Dept. of Interior Meeting, [Feb. 1, 1977] 
Cong./Executive Oversight
CBC Meeting 2-15-78 
CBC [Meeting] April 11, 1978 
CBC Meeting January 23rd [1978] 
Summary - CBC Meetings [1978]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
Dinner Tickets Correspondence
Confirmed Reservations & Invoices
Announcing Annual Dinner
Appreciation Dinner 1979
Approvals - Dinner Theme and Concept
Audit materials
Roger Kranz Associates
Ticket Sales
Table Purchasers
Dinner Drafts
Dinner Contributors
Fundraising Committee
Dinner Selections, By Members [Site, Price, etc.] 
Dinner Planning Team security 
Cash receipts
Dinner committee correspondence
Box Folder
73 1 Fundraising Committee [corresp. 1977]
2 IBM [equipment Purchase]
3 Planning Team - 1977 CBC Dinner
4 Preferred Dinner Supporter Card Letter "Paid In 
Full"
5 Preferred Dinner Supporter Card Letter "To Be 
Billed"
6 Alex Haley - correspondence
7 Washington Hilton Hotel
8 Proposals
9 Seating Arrangements
10 Dinner Book
11 Draft Dinner Manual
12 Awardees
13 Co-Chairpersons
14 Approvals from members re Dinner theme, etc.
15 Dinner Program Book
16 Hosts and Hostesses
17 Bios [S. Chisholm]
18 CBC Contributor Correspondence
19 Correspondence - Outgoing
20 Correspondence - General
21 CBC Members Bio
22 Co-Chairpersons
23 C&P Telephone/House Administration
24 Dinner Correspondence - Tickets
Box Folder
74 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 
19
OMBE Hearings - [correspondence, meeting agendas, 
statements]
Operation Big Vote - [correspondence]
Legislative [correspondence, memos]
New Members Caucus [correspondence re Stark's 
attempt to become CBC member]
National Health Insurance [1974-75 published 
reports and articles, clippings, brochures] 
National Conference of Black Lawyers - [memos on 
1976 Current Activity]
Nat'l Assoc, of Black Social Workers - 
correspondence
[Admin, corres., office memos - 1976]
Economic Stabilization Programs [empty] 
Louisville, Kentucky Statement, 1975 [National 
Democratic Issues Convention]
National Alliance Against Racist and Political 
Oppression
Narcotics and Drug Abuse [empty]
Mutual Broadcasting System [list of affiliates] 
Mitchell Testimony re Griffin Bell [1977] 
Minority Enterprise, 10% Set-Aside 
Minimum Wage
Minority Enterprise Subcommittee 
Legislative Workshops Materials 
Legislative Workshops
20 Legislative Update - 1976
21 Lobbying and Lobbyists [CQ articles]
22 Legislative Workshop 1975
Box Folder
CBC/Pres. Nixon - Meeting 3/25/71 
CBC Jewish Relations
75 1
2
3 CBC Black Politics [incl. newsclips]
4 CBC Proposals - Misc.
5 National Council of Negro Women
6 CBC Legislative Analysis
7 CBC Memos to Caucus Members
* 8 King, Dr. Martin Luther
9 CBC Labor
10 CBC - Labor/Construction Industry
11 CBC - Labor - United Form Workers
12 CBC - Latin Caucus
13 Ledbetter, Theodore S.
14 CBC - Library of Congress (Black Employees 
Dispute)
15 CBC - Military
16 CBC - Minority Enterprise
17 CBC - Mississippi
18 CBC - NAACP
19 CBC - Black Agenda
20 CBC - Office of Minority Business Enterprise
21 CBC - International African Chamber of Commerce
22 CBC - Memos to Exec. Comm.
23 CBC - Operation PUSH
24 CBC - Poverty
25 CBC - OEO Legislation
26 CBC - Invitations Accepted
27 CBC - Invitations Declined
28 CBC - Oberlin College
29 CBC - Information Requests [correspondence, 1971]
30 CBC - Indochina [newsclips]
31 CBC - Housing [newsclips]
32 Hon. Andrew Young [Congressional Record]
33 CBC - Issues - Misc.
34 Letters Unacknowledged [1973-74
35 Hon. Robert Nix [Congressional Record]
36 Hon. Robert Nix [Congressional Record]
37 Mobilization Meeting 3/7/73
38 National Black Assembly
39 African Sahel 11/1/73
40 Chilean Gov't. Rejects Assignment of Black As U.S.
Military Attache 12/7/73
41 African Gold Miners 9/25/73
42 National Black Political Agenda 3/24/72
43 CBC - Black Bill of Rights
12
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Recommended Strategies for Congressional Black 
Caucus Support of Pending O.E.O. Legislation 
Sterilization (Metcalfe) 7/9/73 [press releases] 
White House Enemies List 6/29/73 [Nixon 
Administration]
Caucus Demands House Move on Impeachment, Oct. 24,
1973 [news releases, typescript drafts & 
holograph]
Educational Staff Seminar [study tours, field
trips, reports, lectures, discussions, 1972-73] 
Civil Rights Suit Against Treasury Department,
1974 [press release and briefs]
Hon. Charles Rangel [Extension of remarks in 
Congressional Record, 1973-1974; [newsclips]
Hon. Louis Stokes [ Extension of remarks in 
Congressional Record, 1973-74; [newsclips]
1973 [correspondence of Parren Mitchell 
CBC Minutes - Robert Strauss, 2/8/73 
CBC Minutes - February 21, 1973 
CBC Meeting May 7, 1973 [memo]
CBC Minutes - Black Colleges, 5/10/73 
CBC Minutes - April 4, 1973, [meeting with 
Harold Sims]
CBC Minutes - February 27, 1973
CBC Minutes - Dinner Committee, 5/10/73
CBC Minutes - Friends of the Caucus, 5/10/73
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
35
36
37
38
39
CBC Minutes - Clarence Mitchell, 5/10/73
CBC Minutes - H.R. Crawford, 5/22/73
CBC Minutes - Dinner Committee, 5/23/73
[CBC] Minutes - National Educators, 6/28/73
CBC Meeting - June 26, 1973 [memos,
correspondence, agenda]
CBC Minutes - June 28, 1973 [also memos, report, 
correspondence]
CBC Meeting - July 16, 1972 [memos]
CBC Minutes - July 18, 1973
CBC Meeting - 9/11/73 [memos, agendas]
CBC Minutes - September 13, 1973
CBC Minutes - October 17, 1973
CBC Minutes - October 23, 1973
CBC Meeting - 10/29/73
CBC Minutes - October 30, 1973
CBC Meeting - December, 18, 1973
Chile - Black U.S. Military Attache [memo & 
correspondence]
Commission on Dem. Del. Selection, 10/25/73 
[memo with attachments]
Democratic Charter Commission [memo] 
Democratic National Committee, 3/7/73 [memo] 
Group Photograph, 8/1/73 [memo]
Group Photograph, 9/7/73 [memo]
40 Group Photograph (cancellation), 9/10/73 [memo]
41 Congressman Hawkins Speech [n.d.]
42 Howard Univ. School of Religion's Convocation -
Meeting with CBC [Program, correspondence, 1973]
43 Mobilization Meeting, 2/26/73 [re budget] [memos]
44 Natl. Assoc, of Sickle Cell 7/10/73 [memo]
45 Natl. Caucus of Black Aged, 3/27/73 [memo re
meeting]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Re apport ionment 
Mailing list 
Subject: maps 
Military Balance 
Military Facts
MFN [US - Soviet Trade Relations, pub. articles] 
NATO
New York Times Case
Ohio University [State Dept, correspondence 1972] 
Oil
Owen, Ken
6th Pan-African Congress 
Population Problems 
Press Clippings
Press Conferences [statements]
Parties
Racism
Recommendations - Action Manifesto 
Red Cross
Refugees [contains some Diggs corresp.]
Repatriation
Research
Reports of Sub-Committee
Sahel River Blindness
25
26
27
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
Senate Sub-Committee on Africa [contains some 
corresp.]
Shareholders Actions 
Southern Africa Alliance 
Soviets
Speeches - Charles C. Diggs, Jr.
Sports
Sub-Committee Breakfast 
Sugar - Aug. 1971 to
Sub-Committee Publications Comments - 
[correspondence]
Temple, Shirley 
Trade Unions 
Third World
Dept, of Transportation [corresp.]
Trusteeship Territories
U .N . Agenda
U.N. General
U.N. Colonial Res. 1514
U.N.G.A.
U.N. Hearings
U.N. Matters [corresp.]
U.N. News
U.N. Resignation [Diggs, 1971]
12
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
[CBC Routing Cards] [3 packs in rubber bands]
U.N. Security Council [article]
U.N. Trust Fund
Uranium
U.S./U.N.
U.S.D.A. Statements [Food Stamp Reform Acts, 1975] 
U.S.I.A. [Sub-Committee Hearings, correspondence, 
reports, bills, 1972]
U.S. Soviet Exchange [minutes, 1/23/73]
Vietnam [Resolution, 1972]
Visitors [corresp. *resume, lists]
Visitors Received 
Foreign Visitors Met 
Voting Records
[International Marketing Reports]
[Various Papers, n.d.]
*[FBI Report on Threats]
[Chrysler Hearing]
[TransAfrica/EEO Progress 1977-81]
Requests for Info. Under Freedom of Information 
Act
[Telephone Instructions]
AF Bibliography [pamphlets]
22 [Various Papers]
23 [Pamphets, newsclips, flyers, corresp.
newsletters, reports, *resumes testimony, 
survey, calendar, info, sheets, holograph 
notes, guest list]
Box Folder 
79 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
*Military Inquiries
[Military personnel with personal problems]
Racism in the Military [May, 72]
Small Business/Minority Legislation 
Background Data and General Issues Materials on 
Minority Enterprise
Community Economic Development Corporations 
The Gibson Report [newsletters, 1975]
Nat'l. Association of Black Manufacturers 
Small Business Administration
Community Development Black Grants [newsclip]
The Impact of Economic Crisis on Black Business 
Small and Minority Business Subcontracting News- 
Rockwell International
Business Failures (1974-75) [Dun & Bradstreet 
Publications]
MERIC, Inc. [Minority Business] [franchise info.] 
Minority Contractors [membership list]
News Summaries [Jt. Eco. Com.]
Notes from the Jt. Economic Com. [newsletter] 
Women's Rights Clearing House 
[Voting Analysis]
Haitian Refugee - In Act of 1973
Vietnamese Refugees
[News Releases D.O.T. & D.O.I.]
23 Monthly Statistics Report [newsletter]
24 Housing
25 Housing
26 [Various Papers]
27 Affirmative Action
28 [Affirmative Action Ad Hoc Meeting and Strategy
Session, Nov. 11, 1975]
29 [Various Papers]
30 [Basic Statistics on Educational Finance]
31 Information on Reforms in School Finance
32 Press Releases from Jt. Eco. [nomic] Com.
[mittee]
33 Reports of the Joint Economic Committee 1974-76
34 Economy [articles]
35 Busing [newsletter, articles, statements]
36 Education as a National Priority
37 Export Prices
Box Folder
80 1 CBC Federal Budget
2 Releases of the House Banking, Currency & 
Housing Comm.
3 Congressional Budget & Impoundment Oct. of 
1974 12/74
4 Congressional Budget Reform 1974
5 Action Report on the Congressional Budget 
Committees, 1975
6 Second Concurrent Budget Resolution
7 Obie-Stokes, Roybal Amendment to Education 
Appropriation
8 Legislation of the 94th Congress Pertaining to 
the Elderly
9 Supplemental Appropriations 1975 H.R. 5899
10 H.R. 5901 Education Appropriations, 1976
11 H.R. 5398 Defray Mortgage Payment of Unemployed 
Banking, Finance and Housing
12 Mass Communications
13 National Coalition to Ban Hand guns
14 Criminal Justice Issues - Commission for Racial 
Justice
15 Penal Inquiries
16 Joann Little Case
17 Congressional Budget office: a status report, 
1975
18 Position on Housing
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
Citizens Against Substandard Housing Health 
CETA Allocations 
Manpower Information Service 
Hawkins Full Employment Bill 
Position of Employment 
Real Earnings 1974, 1975 
Full Employment Newsletter 
Emergency Employment Appropriations Veto 
Override [background]
NUL Quarterly Economic Report on The Black 
Worker
National Register - Special Issue on Full 
Employment
Unemployment rates - monthly as released by 
BLS, 1975
Women and Employment
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
[CBC Newsclippings, 1971]
Press Releases [Annual Dinner], 1973 
Fund Raising Articles - 1971 
"Black Politics & the Legislative Process 
Workshop”, 9/29/73 [Invitational 
correspondence & agenda/schedule]
Events Leading Up To Annual Dinner 9/27/73 
[Various Papers, 1981] [Lists, corres., memos, 
draft letters, speeches]
Draft of Remarks for Rep. Stokes for CBC Dinner 
Reception, 7/31/73
Entertainment Requests (Dinner) [1973]
[CBC Annual Dinner, 1973]
Virginia Commonwealth University [corres., 1973] 
Aging and Aged - 1971 White House Conference on 
Aging [Recommendations, Final Report, 
Legislation]
Hayes, Isaac [reception] 7/17/73 [memos] 
Fund-raising 5/11/73 [corres.]
Follow-up Calls for Dinner, 9/13/73 [memos] 
Additional Dinner Invitations, 8/27/73 [memos] 
Key Newspapers [In Districts of the CBC Members] 
CBC Dinner List - John Conyers [1973]
Charles Diggs - Dinner List, 1973 
Walter Fauntroy - Dinner List, 1973
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28 
*29 
*30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
Barbara Jordan - Dinner List, 1973 
Hon. Ralph Metcalfe - Dinner List, 1973 
Dinner List - Parren Mitchell 
Dinner List - Charles Rangel 
Hon. Louis Stokes - Dinner List, 1973 
Andrew Young [Dinner List?]
Black Corporations [List 1973]
Congresspersons receiving invitations to the 
Sept. 29th Dinner [list, 1973]
Earl Craig [corres., 1973]
Financial Reports #1 [ticket sales list, 1973] 
Financial Report #2 [Aug. 30 - Sept. 7]
[1973]
Dr. Freddie Lucas [,] J.C. Penny 
TAMCA - Fund-Raiser [corres., 1973]
Reminder letters to Dinner Participants 9/4/73 
Progress Report of the Annual Dinner August 23, 
1973
Souvenir Program Statement, August, 1973 
Press Kit [materials from] 7/31/73
[Biographies, Press Release, Statement] 
Dinner Program [draft copy] Souvenir Booklet 
Small Business Development Center [, ]
Jim Bowie [corres., 1973]
Chuck Sharpe - Nat'l. Urban League [publicity,
1973]
40
41 Dais Guests - Caucus' Annual Dinner [1973]
42 Campaign Contributions [Public Law 92-225]
43 Independent Foundation [corres., 1973]
44 Fund-Raiser [;] Letter Explaining Postponement
[mailing lists]
45 Postponement Letter [Fund-Raising] [1973]
46 Harvey Russell - Pepsi Co. [corres., 1973]
47 Thank You Letters - Members of the Dinner
Committee [1973]
48 Thank You Letters - Co-Chairman of the Dinner
[1973]
49 Annual Caucus Dinner - Thank You Letters [1973]
50 Thank You Letters sent out in Cong. Stokes’ name
[Fund-raiser] [1973]
51 Thank You Letters - Participants in the Dinner
[1973]
52 Letter to Johnson and Johnson, Inc. Requesting
Harold Sims [1973]
53 Dinner Committee Copy [mailing list]
54 Washington Press Party 1974 [;] Invitation List
55 P.P.L. [Press List]
56 1974 Dinner Committee
57 [1973 Dinner Materials] [Press releases, memos,
agendas, dinner reports, *financial reports
Mr. Frank Wills [,] Evans and Taylor [corres.J
Notes to Modeen regarding Dinner [1973] 
Johnson and Johnson [;] New Brunswick, N.J. 
[Mainly corres., but including *reports and 
newsletters to Harold Sims of J&J regarding 
the 1973 Dinner]
[Program & Dinner Cards, 1973]
Box Folder
82 1 Master list - 1973 Fund-Raiser
2 Dinner Committee Letter
3 List of Invitees
4 Ronald Dellums
5 District Office Addresses
6 Reports from the Dinner Committee
7 Rodeen Enterprises
8 Memo: Meeting with Harold Sims
9 Adam C. Powell Award
83 1 Financial records of the 1979 Dinner, including
receipts, statements, ledger, cancelled checks
Box Folder
Telephone Messages [Barbara Williams] 
[Center for Community Change]
[Caucus of Black Democrats]
[Caucus of Black Democrats] 1976 Democratic 
National Convention Planning 
[Various Papers] [Corres., proposals, fund­
raising]
[Congressional Data Services]
[CBC Status Report, 1976
CBC Background
[Dinner Proposals, 1977]
[Civil service Commission]
[CBC By-Laws/Incorporation]
Box Folder
92 1 CBC Statements 1977 [press releases]
2 Correspondence XYZ
3 Mitchell - To [correspondence]
4 Confidential [Pres. Carter Meeting Report]
5 Correspondence - OPX
6 Correspondence - K
7 Correspondence - L
8 NNPA: CBC Report to the People [published
articles]
9 Newspapers [CBC correspondence to/from
newspaper publishers]
10 Photographs [correspondence re 1979
Legislative Weekend]
11 Media Organizations [correspondence re
1979 Legislative Weekend]
12 T.V. [correspondence re 1979 Legislative
Weekend]
13 Magazines [correspondence re 1979
Legislative Weekend]
14 Requests for Credentials
15 Whip Call Guide [CBC Roster]
16 Task Forms - 1979 Leg. Weekend
17 Press Progress Report Form
18 Sign-off Sheet [dist. of mat.]
19 Out-going Correspondence
20 Correspondence: Thank you's from '79 Weekend
Press
21 Blanks [TV Media]
22 Mailing Lists - [2 folders]
23 Press Credentials [correspondence]
24 Complimentary Press
25 Members Press Tickets Letter Requests
26 CBC member V.I.P. Guest Press
27 V.I.P. Guest List-Reception
28 Radio [Press Credentials]
29 Journals/Newsletters
30 Press Releases
31 Phone no. [lists]
32 All Media/PR Plans
33 Typed Originals [pending] RN
34 Requests for Information
35 Correspondence [re media issues]
36 CBC Media Work Plans [empty]
37 Mugable File
38 Media File Update
39 Press List - Gray
40 CBC Press Clipping
41 Correspondence
42 Press Credentials
43 Media Services Meeting 7/10/80 [Ronn Nichols]
44 10th Annual Weekend Clippings
45 Hispanic Caucus
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
Various papers [primarily 1989] [holograph notes, 
speeches, press releases, correspondence, agenda 
& attachment - National Black Leadership 
Roundtable, newsclippings & copies, biographies, 
newsletter]
Various papers [mainly 1980] [statistics &
articles on Black life, correspondence, news 
releases, newsclippings on various topics] 
Various papers [primarily 1980] [newsletters, 
radio spots, proposals to WTOP Radio, 
correspondence, rating & recommendations to 
96th Congress by Leadership Conference on 
Civil Rights, press releases, newsclippings, 
holograph notes]
Communications Braintrust
Various papers [CBC By-Laws, correspondence, news 
release]
Black College Week [1980] [correspondence, flyers, 
periodicals]
Banquet Presentations [pre-production & production 
breakdowns, stage & seating plans for 1980 
CBC Dinner]
Press briefing forms
Mitchell - correspondence & press releases 
Audio Visual Products [catalog]
Haitian Refugees [press release]
Hawkins - correspondence & press releases
27
28 William Clark
29 William L. Clay
30 Greer Kelly - Cleaves
31 Coalition for a New Foreign and Military Policy
32 Conklin's Florist
33 Kenneth Colburn
34 Cardiss Collins
35 Congressional Liquors
36 Congressional Staff Club
37 Corcoran Gallery of Art
38 Cornelius Printing Co.
39 Frank Covington [2 folders]
40 Custom Mount, Inc.
41 Lt. Ronald Curtis
42 Data Terminals and Communications
43 Rep. Charles Diggs
44 Wayne Davis
45 Day - Timers
46 Dee Dee Bridgewater
47 Congressman Ronald Dellums
48 Devoe Travel Service, Inc.
49 Dimensions, Unlimited
50 Dinner Refunds
51 Dinner Security
52 District Delivery 
Rep. Julian Dixon
Cincinnati Minority Contractors Assistance Corp.
53
2
3
Box Folder
93 1
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11
[Criticism/Response to 10th Annual Weekend, 1980] 
AAMEBIC [press releases]
Sandy [Black Media list, Radio Media list, 
holograph notes, Print Media list, television 
media list, newsclippings]
Incoming correspondence [1980]
Blacks in television [xeroxed newsclips]
Seating layout - Washington Hilton Intern'1 
Ballroom
Tenth Annual Legislative Weekend [1980]
[ticket list, media activities, summaries, 
legislative workshop papers, scripts, dinner 
production, flyers, correspondence, seating 
plans, media plan & ^budget, programs, news 
releases, agendas, emergency operations 
manual]
Minority Enterprise [periodical & newsclippings] 
National Association of Black Owned Broadcasters 
[flyers, newsletters]
Various papers [1980] [Correspondence, ^resumes, 
briefing reports, news releases]
Various papers [1976-80, primarily 1980] 
[background papers, news releases, 
correspondence, media lists, holograph notes,
periodical]
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
Dear Colleague [from CBC chrm. J. Dixon re 
media criticism of 10th Annual CBC Weekend 
[see Box 93, Folder 1]
Mugabe file [Prime Minister Robert Zimbabwe 
Mugabe, 1980] [press advisories, possible 
questions, points to cover, status reports, 
xeroxed newsclips]
Prayer Breakfast [1980] [agenda, remarks,
scriptures, holograph notes, attendees list] 
MLK Birthday [press release, 1981]
Housing Braintrust [press release, 1980]
Health Braintrust
Aging Braintrust
Stokes - Corresp. & Press Rel.
National Urban League, Inc. "State of Black 
America" press release, 1981 
Sheridan Broadcast Network [affiliate list 
& newsletter]
Gray - Corresp. & Press Rel.
Collins - Corresp. & Press Rel.
Conyers - Corresp. & Press Rel.
Fauntroy - Correspondence & Press Release 
Tony Brown's Journal [brochure, 1980]
WHMM-TV [correspondence, 1989]
[Jet Magazine 1977-79]
23
4
5
6
Box Folder
94 1 May 1977 newsletter [articles, notes, memos] 
Federal Judges [corres., clippings re appointments 
of Black judges]
Communications Braintrust [corresp., brochures, 
clippings, reports, studies, statements] 
Hollins/Van Deerlin Bill 
1978 Public Broadcasting [3 folders]
Clay, William [correspondence]
23
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Cardiss Collins [empty]
John Conyers, Jr. [empty]
Charles C. Diggs, Jr. [news releases, corres., 
1975-76]
Walter Fauntroy [list]
Fauntroy/TV Show [script for "Face To Face",
1975]
Harold Ford [speech]
Augustus Hawkins [correspondence, bills, news 
releases, newsletters, newsclippings, 1975-76] 
Barbara Jordon [newsclippings, 1975]
Ralph Metcalfe [corres.]
Parren J. Mitchell [corres., news release, 
newsletter]
Robert N.C. Nix [empty]
Charles B. Rangel [corres., newsletter, newsclips, 
news release]
Rangel [correspondence, status reports]
Louis Stokes [corres., newsclips]
Andrew Young [corres., bill, 1976]
Metcalfe [newsclips, news releases, corres.] 
Mitchell [newsletter, newsclips, corres.]
Nix, Robert [empty]
Rangel [news releases, newsclips, schedule,
holograph
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
Rangel [news releases & xerox copies, newsletters, 
printed interview, newsclips, corres.]
Stokes, [corres., bill]
Young [corres., news release, newsclips]
Conyers [news releases, corres., holograph notes] 
Dellum, Ronald [corres., holograph notes, 
typescripts, newsclips, speech 
Diggs [corres., newsclip, holograph note]
Ford [speech, newsclip, news release, bill] 
Fauntroy, Walter [list, newsclips, speeches, 
news releases, holograph notes, newsletter] 
Hawkins [news release, newsclips, statement] 
Jordan, Barbara 
Burke, Yvonne 
Chisholm 
Clay
Collins, Cardiss
Telephone Installation Request [corres.]
Meetings, [announcements, sign-in sheet]
Sugar Ray Robinson [press releases]
Edward Brooke [press releases]
A. Philip Randolph [news releases]
Parren Mitchell [news releases]
Andy Young
Chair's Award [news release, announcements, 
introductions, holograph notes]
LeBaron Taylor meeting
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
Caucus Member District Office # Key Staff Person 
Chisholm [media lost for N.Y.]
Clay [empty]
Collins [Chicago Broadcast Media]
Conyers [empty]
Dellums [Media List, CA]
Diggs [media list, MI]
Dixon [media list, CA]
Evans [empty]
Fauntroy [empty]
Ford [empty]
Gray [empty]
Hawkins [empty]
Leland [Houston Media]
Mitchell [empty]
Rangel [N.Y. Media]
Press Aides [lists]
Press Assistants Meeting: Attendees [lists, 
diagrams]
Press Aide Assignments 
Press update and press policy
CBC Annual Legislative Weekend Press Package
Press Advisory
Master: Press Update/Policy
Originals [background, legislative weekend, 1979] 
[Volunteers]
Sept. 10 Press Asst. Meeting Materials
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
Press Progress Reports 
Scorecard - Carter '79 
Main Ballroom Copy 
VIP Reception Copy 
Press Buffet Info.
CPB/NAB
Nat. Black Leader Roundtable 
NNPA [vote study]
A .B . Forman [?]
Nat. Asso. Black Journalists 
WHUR
White House releases 
Misc. Press Releases 
Release from WDVM to Caucus
Background Briefing for Press [1979 weekend] 
Drafts: Press Briefing Package
*Get-Out-The-Vote Tour, 1976 [reports, corres., 
invoices, receipts, holograph notes, budget 
sheets, lists, itinerary, forms, flyer] 
Invitations - 1979 reception for new Caucus
members
96
Box
1 [Media and misc. materials] [Background reports,
press releases, FCC hearings, regulations 
related to media]
2 [FCC/Communications Bill] [hearing, study
& bill]
3 [Press releases]
4 [Special orders - Mitchell, 1977] Special orders
on the House Floor
5 [Media and Broadcasting] [Mailgram, certificates,
speeches, fact sheets, press releases, 
newsletters, FCC papers, communications 
regulations]
6 [Public Broadcasting]
7 *Proposal to FCC on Minority Ownership in
Broadcasting]
8 [Communications Industry] [Briefs, xeroxed
newsclips, drafts, testimony on communications
Folder
industry]
9 [FCC codes]
10 [EEO Affirmative Action Plan 1977]
11 *[Misc. correspondence]
12 "Cardiss" press release [1979] [Rep. Cardiss
Collins honored at CBC weekend]
13 Lou Gossett [1978] [press releases,
biographies, holograph notes from CBC
annual dinner]
14
[press releases, xeroxed newsclips, agenda, 
statements and correspondence on "Women's 
Dependency on Prescription Drugs" hearings]
15 VIP Reception [1979] [holograph notes, press
release, drafts]
16 Summary and Highlights [9th annual weekend,
[1979]
17 Lettumplay press release [1979]
18 CBC telegram [to Presidential Candidates, 1979,
to attend CBC weekend]
19 Letter from Jean Young, letter from Collins
[holograph notes & typescript]
20 IYC [1979] [International Year of the Child
flyers & fact sheet]
21 1979 Dinner Program
22 Weekend Schedule [1979]
23 Dear Colleague [correspondence to Congress re
CBC weekend 1979; also press releases and 
schedules]
24 CBC spouses lunch [press releases]
25 Wednesday Group Reports 1975 [background on U.S.
Foreign investments]
26 Press clippings [1975-76, originals - some mounted
on various subjects]
27 Bicentennial - 1976 [National Calendar & events]
Collins' Press Release Pub. Hearings [1979]
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
Issues & Answers - Feb. '76 [briefing materials 
on the Burke/Conyers/Rangel Presentation on the 
Feb. 7 show, including press releases, 
newsclips & prepared copy]
CBC press file [copies sent to members] [1975] 
[originals - some mounted]
United Press International [correspondence, 1975] 
National Black Media Coalition [1976]
[xerox of newsletters & article]
Black Media, Inc. [fact sheets & correspondence 
1976]
Publishers Meeting 1976 [correspondence & invitees 
list ]
Newsletter [plan, budget & draft of 1st CBC "For 
The People" newsletter & samples of other 
newsletters; also correspondence 
CBC news clippings [press releases & xeroxed 
newsclips, 1975]
Black Media, Inc. [newsletter & newsclips,
1975-76 ]
Clippings to file [originals & xeroxed, some 
mounted, 1975-76]
Public Broadcasting [mounted articles, 1975]
Press clippings sent to members [mounted,
1975]
Revenue Sharing [mounted article, n.d.]
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
Essence Magazine [letter & article, 1975]
NNPA - [Black Press] [periodical]
Blacks & GOP Convention [newsclippings] 
Clippings/Blacks - Re: 1976 
Black Elected Officials [1975]
CBC Media [correspondence, 1975]
Jimmy Carter [corres., newsclips, 1976]
Carter, Jimmy [corres., newsclips]
Ben Chavis [articles]
Democratic National Convention [1976]
FBI [article, n.d.]
Food Stamp [newsclip, 1976]
[Newsclippings, 1975-76]
Kissinger [articles, 1976]
Labor/AFL-ClO clippings [1975-76]
Press releases - Charles Rangel [1976]
Charles Rangel - press clippings/news releases 
[1975]
Louis Stokes - press releases/newsclippings 
[1975]
Newspaper articles from the Congressional Black 
Caucus [1975; various subjects]
News releases - CBC [mounted clips, 1975]
Press clippings - CBC [corres., clippings,
Unemployment/press clippings [1975]
speeches, 1975]
84 1 CBC Financial Papers - receipts & cancelled checks
related to CBC Legislative Weekend [1981-82]
Box Folder
Box Folder
85 1
* 2
* 3 
4
* 5
* 6
7
8 
9
*10
*11
12
*13
[Ledger Book - 5th Annual Dinner]
Deposit Slips & Checks [xerox copies]
Time and Attendance Records [1971]
[3x5 photos from 1974 Annual Dinner, transferred 
to CBC Photos]
[Bank Statements & Cancelled Checks]
[1975 Dinner Account]
[Various Financial Papers]
[Various Financial Papers]
[1975 Dinner Ticket Records]
[Bank Statements]
[Auditors Report, 1975]
[Various Papers]
[Cancelled Checks]
Box Folder 
86 1
2
3
4
5
[General Ledger Sheets]
[Various Financial Papers] [1972-73]
[Bank receipts, cancelled checks, charge 
tickets, payroll stub]
[General Ledger Sheets]
[Financial Statements & Ledger Sheets] 
[Various Financial Papers] [Financial 
Statements, copies of checks, blank tax 
form, deposit slips, ledger sheets, and 
related correspondence]
National Brand Ledger Forms [11 boxes]
Box Folder
87* 1 CBC assets and Liabilities, March 31, 1975 and 
1974 Dinner Committee Auditor's Report
2 Bills, statements, receipts
3 Clerk-hire Distribution, Jan. - May, 1974
4 CBC Auditor's Statement, June 30, 1974
5 CBC Minutes October 8, 1974
6 Financial Correspondence, bills, statements,
receipts, re 1974 Dinner [in manila envelopes]
7 CBC Assets & Liabilities, Feb. 28, 1974
8 1974 Fundraiser
9 1973 Dinner Audit
10 Charles Diggs [correspondence]
11 Committee on Organization Study & Review
12 CBC Assets & Liabilities, Oct. 31, 1973
13 Federal Employment Taxes, 1974
14 Payroll Receipts
15 Bills, Receipts, Statements, - Jan., Apr., Aug., 
Oct., Dec., 1975
16 CBC Exec. Committee Meetings [agenda, 1974]
17 Caucus Related Correspondence [1973]
18 CBC Memos [1973-74]
19 Bill Clay [corresp. re: Corp. for Public 
Broadcasting]
20 Shirley Chisholm
21 CBC Staff Meetings [agendas, notes]
22 CBC Alert Sheet
23 CBC Meetings [minutes, 1973]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Keith Jackson [withholding form, W-4]
Returned Checks [NSF for dinner, 1974]
Dupree, Carmen [W-4 forms]
July - August, 1973 [gen. ledger book]
September, 1973 [gen. ledger book]
November, 1973 [gen. ledger book]
December, 1973 [gen. ledger book]
1973 Fund-Raiser [correspondence, status reports, 
minutes, dinner committee reports, printed 
program, financial reports]
[Art Bridges] [Resume & job description & letter] 
[CBC Payroll Account Check Book, 1973, Natl.
Bank of Washington]
[CBC Bank Account Book, 1971 - Riggs Bank] 
[Various receipts, check-stubs & vouchers]
[Check Book] - United Community Natl.
Payroll, 1973
[General Ledger Sheets, 1974]
Savings Accounts
John Conyers [correspondence, memos, press 
release, 1972]
Democratic Steering and Policy Committee 
[Resolution, Final Report]
Miscellaneous Income , 1974 [copies of checks]
20
21
22
23
24
25
26 
27
28
29
Committee and Subcommittee Organization & 
Procedure [of the house] [alert sheet, 
procedures, correspondence, resolutions] 
[CBC Audit Report, 1974]
[CBC Audit & Financial Report, 1974]
[Various financial papers, 1974-75] May 
[invoices, receipts, vouchers]
[Various financial papers, 1974] September 
[bills, invoices and receipts]
[Various financial paper, 1974] November 
[statements, invoices and receipts] 
[Various financial papers, 1974-75] June 
[invoices, statements and receipts] 
[Various papers, 1974-75] [rolodex telephone 
cards, tax deposit forms, correspondence, 
bank statement, ledger sheet envelope] 
Caucus Workshop - 1974 [agenda & proposed 
plans]
Cardiss Collins [correspondence]
Box Folder 
89 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16
Africa [newsclips, 1970-76]
Angola [newsclips] [1974-76]
[Divestment in South Africa]
[International Affairs] [correspondence, 
reports, pamphlets - 1976-78]
[Blacks in the State Dept. [Proposals for 
Career Opportunities, Equal employment and 
Upward Mobility] [1974] Marked Confidential 
"For Eyes Only"
Correspondence, 1976 
[Caribbean Community, 1976]
[United Nations [clipping]
[International Affairs, 1976]
[Leadership Conference on Africa]
[Equal Opportunity and Full Employment Acts] 
Full Employment [newsclips]
Post Office and Civil Service 
Washington Post [Analysis of its Coverage & 
Blacks, 1973-76]
Full Employment Bill, 1976 [correspondence, 
newsletters, news releases, speeches]
Full Employment Bill, 1976 [brochures,
testimony, resolutions, printed materials, 
bills, legislative planning papers]
17 Full Employment Bill, 1976 [various materials]
18 Full Employment Bill, 1976 [various materials]
19 [Full Employment Bill, 1976] [various materials]
20 South Africa [printed materials]
21 [International - South Africa]
22 CBC Cuba - Haiti trip [1977-78] [various
material]
23 CBC Cuba - Haiti trip [1977-78] [various
material]
24 CBC Cuba - Haiti trip [1977-78] [various
material]
25 CBC Cuba - Haiti Trip [1977-78] various
materials]
90
B O X
1 Democratic Convention, 1976
2 Executive Branch
3 Legislative Workshop, 1977
4 Legislative Update, April 1977
5 Legislative Workshop Planning
6 Environment
7 Various Papers
8 [Get-Out-The-Vote Campaign Tour, 1976]
9 [Press Releases, American Jewish Congres
10 [Youth Employment]
11 [Conyers - Various Papers]
12 [Conyers - Various Papers]
13 [Employment]
14 [Youth]
15 [Correspondence, 1977]
16 [Employment]
17 [Employment - CETA]
18 [Economy]
19 [Employment]
20 [Unemployment - Speech, Vernon Jordan]
21 [E.E.O.C.]
22 [E.E.O. Agency Proposal]
23 [E.E.O. Agency Proposal]
Folder
Box Folder 
91 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
[Clipping Service]
Telephone Logs
Center for Com[munity] change - Bd. of 
Directors
Labor Dept. [incl. John Dunlap and Office of 
Federal Contract Compliance]
Nation of Islam
[Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action] 
[Summers in the South] [Youth Investment 
Project]
[CETA]
[Democratic National Convention 1976]
[Center for Community Change]
[Transportation]
Invitations Accepted 
"Busing"
[Various Papers]
Caucus of Black Democrats 
[Transportation]
Jan Watlington [corres. and attachments]
Legal Services Corp. Nominees 
Defense Dept.
CBC Legislative Agenda, 1977 
Camp Pendleton Case, 1976
Democratic National Committee/Caucus of Black
Democrats
23 CBC press clippings [clips, corres., speeches
‘24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
1975]
Press release[s] CBC [1975]
Concept Papers [CBC, 1974-75]
Press Resources [news releases, 
corres., holograph notes]
CBC briefing 2/27/75
Press clippings/news releases - Augustus Hawkins 
Press releases - Augustus Hawkins [1975-76] 
Andrew Young press clippings/news releases 
Hon. Ronald Dellums [biography]
Press releases - Barbara Jordan [also newsclips] 
Press releases - Barbara Jordan [newsclips & 
legislation]
Press releases - Ralph Metcalfe [also newsclips, 
1974-76 ]
Press releases - Parren Mitchell [1976; also 
newsclips]
Press releases - Parren Mitchell [1975] 
Congressman William Clay [1975-76 materials] 
Press releases - Andrew Young [1976 materials] 
Hon. Yvonne Burke [biographies]
Hon. Shirley Chisholm [biographies]
Hon. Cardiss Collins [biographies]
Hon. Charles Diggs [biographies]
43 Rep. Harold Ford
44 Hon. Augustus Hawkins
45 Hon. Barbara Jordan
46 Rep. Ralph H. Metcalfe
47 Rep. Parren J. Mitchell
48 Hon. Robert Nix
49 Hon. Charles Rangel [biographies]
50 Hon. Louis Stokes
51 Hon. Andrew Young [biographies; includes
% Hon. S. Chisholm]
52 Collins - Metcalf Publications from their 
District
53 Conyers/Diggs - Ann Arbor [newsletter, 1975]
54 Herald Dispatch - LA; Dellums, Burke, Hawkins
55 Releases from Senators Offices [Sen. Ed Kennedy]
56 Press releases - Yvonne Burke [also newsclips]
57 Press clippings/news releases - Yvonne Burke
58 Press clippings - Shirley Chisholm [also 
newsclips]
59 Press clippings/news releases Shirley Chisholm
60 Press releases - William Clay [also news releases]
61 William Clay press clippings/news releases
62 Press releases - Cardiss Collins
63 Press releases - John Conyers
64 Press releases - Ronald Dellums
65 Ronald Dellums press clippings/news releases
66 Ronald Dellums - newsclippings
67 Press releases - Charles Diggs
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
Charles Diggs - press clippings/news releases 
Press releases - Walter Faultroy 
Walter Faultroy - press clippings/news releases 
Media lists
Capitol Press Club mailing list 
Miscellaneous press file [mailing lists]
Mailing lists 
Broadcasters [black]
CBC Members' Districts
Mailing list - PSA - Black Newspapers 
Black Magazines
General Press lists [International Media]
CBC Press Lists 
Master Press List 
Additions [to press list]
CBC Media Mailing List 
Contact list
Harold Ford press clippings/news releases 
[folder contained/photograph of Hon.
Shirley Chisholm which was removed]
98
B O X
1 United Black Fund - Social Planning Committee
[correspondence, minutes, reports, 
organizational handbook for Operation Sisters 
United, Community newsletter]
2 United Black Fund - [correspondence, minutes,
lists, UBF brochure, criteria for service 
organizations, membership certificates for 
1974 ]
3 United Black Fund - [correspondence & ^requests
for funding, including budgets]
4 United Black Fund - [correspondence, minutes,
holograph notes, by-laws, committee reports]
5 United Black Fund - [correspondence, glossary,
1974 United Way materials, minutes, D.C. 
Community Research Foundation materials 
proposals]
6 United Black Fund - [correspondence, 1975 United
Way newsletter]
7 Center for Community Change - [reports, guide
book, balance sheet]
8 Center for Community Change - [agenda, balance
sheet & budget report, quarterly report]
9 The Black Forum - [holograph notes, mailing list,
typescript notes, DNC rules]
Folder
10 Minority Legislative Educ. & Dev. Program
[MLEDP] [correspondence, holograph 
notes, lists]
11 Minority Legislative Educ. & Dev. Program
[holograph notes, correspondence, articles 
of incorporation, agenda, minutes, program 
descriptions
12 United Black Fund - [correspondence minutes,
holograph notes, membership applications, 
♦organizational evaluations, budgets, reports, 
recommendations]
13 United Black Fund - [correspondence, holograph
notes, by-laws of Anacostia Econ. Dev. Corp., 
♦resumes, proposals]
14 Affirmative Action Hearings, Nov. 11, 1975
15 Affirmative Action - [correspondence, clippings,
holograph notes]
16 1975 CBC Members' Press Statements [official
press releases and newsclips]
17 Affirmative Action - [speeches, holograph notes,
planning materials and participant packages for 
forum of affirmative action in employment]
18 CBC Chron File, May-Dec, 1979 - [general/
correspondence, CBC correspondence with 
members, administrative correspondence]
19 Voting Rights Correspondence - [includes
press releases and background info.]
20 Midwestern Regional Hearing Summary - Yvonne
Burke [1976 Democratic Platform Committee 
Hearing Summary] [other committee materials]
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Drafting Committee [Democratic Platform]
1976
Nathaniel Davis Nomination, 1975 
Dialcom Issues [printout]
Blackburn [Ben] nomination, 1975 [newsclippings, 
letters of protest]
Joseph Coors nomination, 1975 
Voting Rights Act of 1965 - press update 
Extension of Voting Rights Act - press 
release
Action Alert Communications Network flow 
• chart [blank forms]
CBC Hearing on Full Employment May 1975 
Folder Titles
a. Forum Planning Info
b. May 1975 Economic Priorities Forum
c. Letters received re: full employment forum
d. Testimony of witnesses
e. Members of Congress attending
f. Letters received on forum, June 1975
g. Biographical sketches on witnesses
h. Special invite letters
i. Full Employment Forum
10 Questions to be raised by Hearing Panelists
[CBC Members]
11 Press clippings on May forum
12 Supportive position papers
Box Folder 
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
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11
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Common Cause [brochures & those of affiliates] 
Women’s Campaign Fund [corresp., newsletters, 
meeting agendas, minutes]
Internship File
Minority Legislative Education Program [MLEP]
Alicia and Internship, MLEP
Aged Braintrust, 1977
Africa Braintrust, 1977
Communications Braintrust, 1978
CBC Energy Roundtable, 1977
CBC Legis. Workshop, 1976
Economy/Full Employment
Education Braintrust
Defense Policy Braintrust, 1978
Equal Opportunity/Inter governmental
operations
Box Folder
101 1 1977 Legislative Workshop [corres., memos, 
agendas]
2 Braintrust on Education, 1977
3 Responses/Education Braintrust
4 Resources - Energy
5 Internat'l Affairs Braintrust
6 Internat'l Affairs Braintrust
7 Voter Participation Braintrust
8 Ninth Annual Legislative weekend, 1979 
[programs]
9 Energy roundtable
10 Newsclippings - voter participation, 1979
11 Newsclippings - Caucus Legislative 
weekend, 1979
12 Legislative workshops
13 Communications workshop
14 Caucus awards
15 Dinner file
16 Legislative agenda, 94th Cong.
17 1976 workshop logistics
18 Clifton Jarvis
19 Education workshop
20 Legislative workshops, 1976
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
Work drafts [typescripts & holograph notes on 
various projects]
Reprints to be sent upon availability 
[correspondence requesting reprints]
[Donald L. SmithJ *[personnel records]
EEO Hawkins - oversight materials 
[corres. & reports]
Demo. National Com. meeting material
[memos, corres., lists, holograph notes, 
typed statements, charts, drafts, 
packages of materials]
CBC - Issues Task Force [1976] [corres., 
typescript notes, lists]
Summation of position statement [Pres.'s 
State of the Union Message]
Members Press Releases [1975-76, inc.]
Press Release, New York City Fiscal Crisis 
CBC Press Releases & Statements [re: 1st 
Female CBC Chair, Yvonne Burke, 1976]
Caucus Leg. Agenda Progress Report [multiple 
copies of report on CBc issues]
CBC Statement on John Bell Williams
[corres., holograph notes, & newsclips] 
Letter to the Pres., Jan. 16, 1975 [corres. 
from CBC re: State of the Union Message, 
and copy of notes from OMB budget 
briefing, 2-4-75]
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
CBC Assesses 94th Congress, 5/25/75 [press 
release packets]
Kaunda file [April 20, 1975] [Pres of Zambia] 
[press release packets, original newsclips, 
report]
OMB budget briefing [questions & issues raised by 
CBC & analysis of 1976 budget issues]
Press release after May forum - full employment, 
1975
Press release - Rockefeller to address May forum, 
May, 1975
The CBC views on Viet Refugees, May 8, 1975 
[press release; also, release on House 
Budget Resolution, 4-30-75]
Communications [corres., with media re: CBC 
annual dinner, 1976]
Voter Participation [corres., & participants 
list, CBC weekend workshop, 1976]
International Affairs [corres., re: CBC 
weekend workshop, 1976]
Education [form letter re: CBC weekend 
workshop, 1976]
Dinner file 1976 [corres., & *invoice]
1976 Dinner [corres., telegram, memos, reports] 
Burke's speech on card, 9/24/76 [multiple 
copies of CBC dinner speech]
1976 CBC Tennis Classic [flyers, ticket & 
status report]
Minority Enterprise workshop [1976] [agenda, 
discussion papers, summary sheet, testimonies 
& statements, House bills, reports, 
periodicals]
National Black Women’s Hook Up - 1976 
[correspondence]
Tennis Tournament [corres., holograph notes,
lists]
Box Folder
102 1 Research Materials - [brochures, reports re
CBC ]
2 Research Materials - [proposal to establish
Health Research Center; census report; DHEW 
organizational chart]
3 Martin Luther King - [constituents letters in
support of King holiday]
4 Haitian Refugee Material - [corres., affidavits,
sub-committee hearing]
5 Proposals - [Fed. of Southern Coops; Health
Research Center; Vietnam Adoption Committee;
Twin Cities areas of Commerce
6 Data Assistance
7 Correspondence [from constituents & replies
8 Unanswered Correspondence
9 Correspondence - [constituents to CBC members
[Rangel, Burke]
10 Black Panther Party - [letters from E. Brown,
D. DuBois]
11 Correspondence [administrative]
12 Essence article - [Rangel]
13 Caucus' Background
14 Oversight Hearing on EEO
15 Civil Rights Complaints, "Cain vs Ouachita Parish"
16 D of HEW [office for Black American Affairs;
Affirmative Action Plan]
BOX Folder
103 1 Black Educators Council for Human Services
[*proposal and background info.]
2 [Proposal] for establishment of a Minority
Construction Office...
3 [EEOC Correspondence and Briefs]
4 SBA Hearings, Diggs [Detroit, 19776]
5 Caucus staff meeting notes & memos
6 Caucus background draft
7 Casework procedural manual
8 Casework liaisons & caseworkers
9 Subcommittee listing [Congress members]
[subcommittee plan, assignment list & 
liaisons]
10 American Cast Iron Pipe
11 Mound Bayou Hospital
12 Afro-American Bicentennial Corp., Mr. Robert A
DeForrest [correspondence & brochure on 
resource development]
13 FYI materials [correspondence, research data,
copies of newsclips]
14 Florida Advisory Commission on U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights [corres., report, copies of 
newsclips]
15 Natl. Training & Development Service [brochure
corres., press release, lists]
17
18
19
20 
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
16
Fed. So. Coop. [Federal Southern Cooperatives] 
[correspondence & addendum to proposal] 
Conyers - Criminal Justice Oversight 
[correspondence & newsclips]
Center on Social Welfare Policy & Law 
[correspondence & attachments]
Incarcerations [correspondence from inmates] 
Coordinating Council of Veterans Affairs 
[correspondence & attachments]
Military [correspondence from enlisted men] 
Military - Dellums [correspondence]
Employment [correspondence]
Cases pending for follow-up & immediate action 
[correspondence]
For Research [work to be done] [casework forms 
- completed]
Oversight [correspondence, holograph notes & 
forms on various casework files]
[Mound Bayou Hospital] [corres., reports, 
brochure, business cards, press releases] 
EEOC [corres., reports, newsclips]
Constituents mailing list 
Casework status reports 
Gary A. Siplin [corres.]
CBC/Jewish Members [correspondence, holograph
notes, lists, printed materials]
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Ralph Metcalfe [press releases]
Parren J. Mitchell [press releases]
Charles B. Rangel [press releases & 
newsclips]
Louis Stokes [press release & newsclips] 
Andrew Young [newsclips]
Augustus Hawkins [press releases]
Article about CBC - CBC in search of a role 
[1973]
CBC Dinner Committee, 1973] [correspondence, 
form letters, dinner program schedule, 
list of tables, press reception list] 
Barbara Jordan [press release & testimony 
before House Judiciary, 1974]
Mail Log, 1973-1974
CBC Report, 1974 [alert sheet, brochure 
draft, holograph notes]
True State of the Union [1973] [copies of 
CBC report and Congressional Record entry] 
Information from Rep. Rangel, 1974 [copies 
of newsclips]
Removed 14-17 :
14 Photographs of Caucus Members
15 Photographs - Gus Adair
16 Photographs
17 Photographs
18 Press Representatives [mailing list]
19 Focus - Issue on the Caucus [correspondence,
multiple copies of statement
20 Press list [mailing list & corres.]
21 Photos - Caucus Reception [June, 1974,
Washington, D.C. - Caucus Room]
[corres. & information list; photos 
removed]
22 CBC White House visit, 1974 [corres.,
only; photographs removed]
23 telephone bills, 6/22/73
24 *Telephone bill ending Aug. 31, 1973
25 *Telephone bill ending July 31, 1973
26 *Telephone bill ending Sept. 30, 1973
27 Xerox Corporation [invoices]
28 W-4 Forms
29 *Reimbursement of travel funds, 1974
[requests & blank vouchers]
30 ^Requisitions for supplies [vouchers,
invoices, requisition lists, price list]
31 *Resume, Augustus A. Adair [also biographies]
32 ^Resumes, CBC staff [also job descriptions]
33 Joint study committee on budget control
[report] HR 7130 5/15/73 [memo only]
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
Legislative workshop [agenda, handouts, 
registration lists, holograph notes, 
statements, correspondence for the 
workshop "Black Politics & the Legislative 
Process", 9-29-73
Lead-base paint poisoning - HR 8920 
[correspondence, bill, copy of law, 
xerox newsclips]
Legislative workshop responses [form 
responses & one telegram]
Manpower Act [73] Regulations and Guidelines 
Questions [Nat'l. Urban League reaction 
to 1973 CETA regulations]
Networks [letter to] - requests for equal 
time [letters & drafts to CBS, NBC &
ABC]
OEO Appropriations, 5/29/73 [memos re: letter 
letter not included]
OEO Legislation, 5/16/73 [house floor 
remarks & correspondence]
Preamble - Black Declaration of Independence 
Public Health Service Act, S. 2072 [S.B. 2072,
statement & memo re: involuntary 
sterilization]
Sickle Cell Anemia Issue [correspondence, 
bibliography, newsclips]
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
Voter Registration [Congressional record - 
remarks by Rangel]
Watergate [house floor remark by Rangel]
White House helicopter request, 4/3/73 [memo] 
Barbara Jordan [corres., & attachments]
Ralph Metcalfe [corres., & critique of 
CBC dinner]
Parren Mitchell [corres., recommendations on 
housing, speech, *resume]
Congressman Rangel [corres., program, resume, 
Senate resolution
Louis Stokes [corres., Civic Service Comm, report 
Andrew Young [corres., holograph notes] 
Memorandums to Cong. Rangel [1974]
Memo - photograph for Encore Magazine, 5/17/74 
OEO Legislation [corres., & summaries of 
legislation]
Referrals [to Caucus members] [corres.]
Requests for press releases [corres.]
Room Reservations [corres.]
SCLC Proposal on Amnesty
Special order [re: house floor tributes to 
M.L. King & A.C. Powell]
Status reports on CBC Fundraiser, 1974 
Telegrams for interviewees [Executive
Staff Activities [incl. holograph notes]
Director]
64 Memorandum to CBC members [1974]
[corres., inc. Black Economic Summit 
meeting]
65 Memorandum to George Dailey
66 Memoranda to Cong. Fauntroy
67 Yvonne Burke [corres.]
68 Shirley Chisholm [corres.]
69 Charles Diggs, Jr. [corres.]
70 Congressman Walter Fauntroy [corres.]
71 Administrative - legislative aides [CBC
members staff lists]
72 Advisory on CBC fund-raiser [letter from
Fauntroy]
73 Alert sheet evaluation - 10/19/73 [re: CBC
alert sheet]
74 Amnesty Questionnaire [to CBC members]
75 Annual Report 1/21/74 [corres.]
76 Caucus Involvement with outside groups,
4/22/74 [corres. & list of supporters]
77 Committee structure & jurisdiction changes
[co r r e s .]
78 Congressional Rural Caucus [reports,
recommendations, statement, memos]
79 Condolences [telegram to family of
Frank Reeves]
80 Dinner progress report, 4/17/74
81 Directory of Black Aides [to CBC members]
Democratic policy & steering comm, [memo 
re: public employment program 
Election of officers [1974], letter & ballot 
Howard University Press Reception [memos]
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Legislative priorities, May 29, 1974 
[letter only]
Greenwood Missionary Bapt. Ch. [corres., 
holograph notes, speech, church bulletin] 
Harvard Black Law Students Assoc, [corres.] 
Leon Hunter, School of School Work [corres.] 
[T.K.H. Johnson, U.S. Naval Academy [corres.
6 materials re: appointment to the academy
7 scheduled CBC visit]
K.C. Jones [Capital Bullets] [corres.]
Lake Clifton Senior High School, James E. 
Highsmith, Jr. [corres. & holograph notes 
re: class visit to CBC]
Oberlin College program, Lawrence Murphy 
[corres. & Oberlin flyers]
Will Phillips [corres. & holograph notes] 
Special briefing report, 9/20/72 [corres. & 
documentation on CBC goals & direction] 
Correspondence
Cola E. Ashe, Murfreesboro, North Carolina 
[c o r r e s .]
Buffalo Public Schools [corres.]
Irving Bullet, Alcorn A&M College [corres.]
15 Field trip-four Black colleges, educ. staff *
seminar 10/18/73 [corres., schedules, 
brochures, fact sheets on the visit to 4 
Black colleges]
16 Legislative priorities [2/20/74] [corres.]
17 Fifteenth Avenue Baptist Church, Walter R.
Murray, Jr. [corres. & speech]
18 Grambling College [corres. re: visit]
19 Black Caucus Chrmn. calls for public service
employment program to meet unemployment 
crisis, 8/13 [press release]
20 Biographies [CBC members]
21 Legislative newsletter, 1/74 [corres. to
CBC members]
22 Legislative newsletter, bulk mailing [corres.]
23 Photographs for newsletter, Sept. '73 [corres.,
newsletter, & photograph]
24 CBC new officers, 1/30/74 [press release]
25 Repeal of Byrd Amendment, 2/1/74 [press release]
26 Voter registration, 3/7/74 press release]
27 Natl, communications week, 3/8/74 [press release]
28 OEO, 3/27/74 [press release]
29 SCLC meeting, 4/5/74 [press release]
30 Restoration of Central State and Wilberforce,
4/10/74 [press release]
31 Portugal Coup, 4/26/74 [press release]
32 Import South African Coal, 5/15/74 [press release]
33 Mound Bayou Hospital, 5/20/74 [p.r.]
34 Joint Center Study
35 Duke Ellington, 5/25/74 [p.r.]
36 Mound Bayou Community Hospital, 5/31/74
[p.r.]
37 Condominium Regulation Bill, 6/20/74 [p.r.]
38 Housing Act, 6/25/74 [p.r.]
39 Caucus Urges Nomination of Responsive
Administrator to V.A., 6/26/74 [p.r.]
40 Mrs. Martin Luther King, Sr., 7/2/74 [p.r.]
41 Earl Warren: Death of a Judicial Activist
7/11/74
42 Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune: The Legacy, 7/12/74
[p.r. on memorial]
43 Black Caucus charges President with blaming
consumers for inflation, 7/28/74 [p.r.]
44 Caucus reacts to busing decision, 7/28/74
45 Black coalitions meeting [corres.]
46 CBC meeting, January 21, 1974
47 Executive Comm, meeting, 2/7/74 [report on
operations and activities]
48 CBC meeting, February 19th [corres., agenda
& report, 1974]
49 CBC minutes --February 19, 1974
50 Meeting-February 26th [executive committee
meeting minutes, corres., holograph notes]
51 CBC meeting, 3/20/74 [corres. & agenda]
52
53
54
55
56
57
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59
60
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64
Executive Committee meeting, 6/24/74 
[minutes, holograph notes, suggested 
agenda]
CBC meeting, 7/2/74 [cancelled] [corres., 
agenda, holograph notes]
CBC minutes, August 8, 1974 [minutes agenda] 
Augustus Hawkins [corres., newsclips, 
conference brochure]
CBC minutes, Sept. 17, 1974
CBC minutes, Sept. 17, 1974 [agenda]
CBC minutes, Oct. 8, 1974
Byrd Amendment, 6/13/73 [flyers, corres.,
status reports, voting records, fact sheet, 
newsclips, position papers]
CBC members individual legislation 93rd 
Congress session [lists]
Caucus legislative activities [multiple 
copies; also corres., bills, press 
release & holograph notes]
Cox Firing - information sheet prepared by 
Catholic Law students [1973]
Defense appropriations - 1974 [corres. & 
holograph notes]
Alaska Pipeline [corres., floor remarks, fact 
sheets, printed materials]
65 Appropriations committee [corres., 100th
anniversary statement, fact sheets, 
member listing, rules]
66 Areas of legislative priorities [copies]
67 Bolling select committee on committees
["alert sheet", corres., recommendations]
68 Broadcast License Renewal Act, H.R. 12993
[corres., reports, bills, analysis, 
holograph notes]
69 Bureaucratic Responsibility Act of 1973
[Ronald Dellums] [typescript of bill]
70 Meeting with Jim Joseph, 6/27/74
[corres., & list of organizations, holograph 
notes]
71 Legislative newsletter, 10/73 [corres.,
feature articles, holograph notes, 
statements, news releases, member 
accomplishments, copies of newsclips, 
newsletter]
72 Mr. James Adair [corres.]
73 Education Policy Center, William Boyd
[corres.]
74 Larry Bullock [corres. & newsclip]
75 Thomas L. Clark, Jr. [corres.]
76 Congratulatory letters [to Gus Adair]
77 Kevin Dobson [corres.]
Dr. Clarence Faulcon [corres. & *resume] 
University of California, Berkeley, Dr.
Robert Lee Grant [corres.]
Invitations [not accepted] [various functions 
not attended by Gus Adair]
Lincoln Dental Society [Dr. Lewis W. Exum 
[corres.]
Office [corres]
Memoranda to Cong. Stokes [1973]
Parking Permits [Congressman Sisk]
[corres.]
Robert C. Penn, Commissioner of the Dept.
of Parks and Recreation [corres.] 
Wilhelmina Perry, California State Univ.,
San Diego [corres.]
Memorandum - from Mitch Dasher [public law 
[92-225]
Speaking engagement [corres.]
Dr. Nathaniel Tillman [corres. & *resume] 
Thank you letters [re: Gus Adair]
Thank you letter to Gus from HUD Summer 
Interns
Thank you letters [July, 1973], meeting with 
National Educators
DeWayne Wickham [corres. & newsletter]
Petty cash - 1973;74
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
Proposal for employee benefits for CBC staff 
Bernice Evans
*Proposed budget, Dec. *73 - Nov. '74 
*Proposed budget, June, '73 - Oct. '73 
*Recommended policy governing CBC staff 
[memo, salaries, job descriptions] 
Requisition for postage 
*CBC budget - 1973-1974 
*CBC budget - 1973-1974 
*CBC budget - 1973-1974 
*CBC budget - 1973-1974
*CBC budget - 1973-1974♦
*CBC budget - 1973-1974
Boston Globe [corres. & copy of newsclip] 
By-laws of the CBC [2 copies]
Modeen Broghton - Rose Brown [lawyers] 
[corres.]
Caucus staff [*assessment of operations, CBC 
recommendations to Pres. Nixon]
D.C. withholding taxes [corres.]
*Mitchell Dasher 
Job descriptions
*Lucas, Tucker and Company [CBC dinner audit 
1973-74 ]
Michael McPherson [printing invoices]
Memos to executive committee [1973-74]
116 Mullen's Storage Company [invoices, access
record, inventory]
117 *Payroll - 1973&74
118 Public Law 92-225 [memo]
119 Federal criminal code, 8/15/73 [memo]
120 Alert sheet format
121 Agendas for staff meetings
122 Democratic Delegation Selection
123 District of Columbia Home Rule, H.R. 9682
[corres., copies of the Record, newsclips]
124 District of Columbia Freedom of Information
t
Act [copy of the Record]
125 Export Administration Act, H.R. 8547 [corres.,
reports, flyer]
126 Full employment conference, 6/14/74
[agenda, attendees, statement, 
speeches]
127 Gun control [corres. & holograph draft]
128 Impeachment [Congressional Records & press
releases from Rep. Conyers of the Judiciary 
Committee]
129 Influencing Southern Politics [original
proposal?]
130 Involuntary Sterilization [corres., newsletter,
the Record, newsclips]
1
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Low income energy assistance [proposals]
MLK historic site [corres., white paper, 
news release, 1980]
Motte Ati-Busing Amendment [statements, 
reports, corres., clippings, 1979]
National Health Insurance [statements 
studies]
Higher Education Act/Title III [reports, 
corres., 1980]
Housing - published material on Fair 
Housing Amendments Act of 1980 
IRS proposal revenue procedure for tax exempt 
status of private schools, 1979 [statements, 
studies, corres., press releases]
King Birthday bill [press release, statement, 
position papers]
Legislative summaries - January 1980 
[summaries of Black issues]
Full employment [.testimonies, statements, 
corres., press release, 1979]
Federal Regulation Issue - [article, 1980] 
Foreign Affairs - [article re Southern 
Africa, 1980]
Federal Trade Commission [draft statements, 
fact sheet clippings re: FTC 
reauthorization bill, 1980]
14 Fullilove V. Klutznick [CBC press release,
memo, clippings re: minority 10% set aside 
program, 1980]
15 Humphrey/Hawkins Act [printed mat.]
16 Palestine Issues [printed material]
17 Tax exempt private schools [corres.,
memos, statements, 1979]
18 School Prayer [fact sheet, 1980]
19 Judge Sheffield [nomination for U.S. District
Judge, 1980]
20 President State of the Union addresses
21 Scorecard [CBC] 96th Cong, [st session -
[legislative summary]
22 Scorecards [CBC] [legislative summary]
23 Spending limitations [fact sheet, 1980]
24 Work sharing [corres., studies & statements
25 Youth employment bills [press release, fact
sheet, 1980]
26 White House fact sheets - office of
Louis Martin, 1980
27 Legislative highlights, 1979 [newsletters from
Cardiss Collins]
28 Legislative agenda
29 CBC legislative update [1979]
Legislative summaries, Jan. 198030
31 Zimbabwe [background material]
32 Letters to members 1976 [CBC 90-day memos,
Rangel presentation, 1976; NNPA vote 
study, 1979]
33 Foreign Investments [statements, background
materials, 1980; Carter admin, scorecard, 
1978-79; CBC 6-month report, July 1979]
34 [Administrative correspondence, 1979]
35 [Administrative correspondence, 1979]
36 [Administrative correspondence, 1979]
37 Administrative assistants [memos to, 1979]
38 Administrative correspondence - outgoing,
1979
39 Administrative correspondence - outgoing,
1979
40 Administrative correspondence - outgoing,
1979
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107 1 Administrative correspondence
2 Administrative correspondence
3 Administrative correspondence
4 Administrative correspondence, 1979
5 General correspondence
6 Administrative correspondence, incoming, 
1979
7 Administrative files - lawsuit
8 ACTION, Sam Brown, Director, 1979
9 A.I.D. scholars council
10 Africa [corres.]
11 African Ambassadors [corres.]
12 Applicants for A.A. position
13 BJW correspondence to chairwoman, 1979
14 BJW personal items [corres.] 1979
15 BJW meetings with CBC chair [schedule]
16 Black church organizations [corres.]
17 Black - Hispanic Coalition - 1979
18 Black leadership forum - 1978
19 BJW speaking public - 1978
20 Black colleges
21 Black women's lobby
22 Budget information, 1979
23 Braintrusts, 1979
24 25th Anniversary Brown vs. Bd. of Ed.
25 Communications
26 Communications Braintrust, 1979
27 Carter nominees
28 Center for Community Change
12
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Annual report materials [leg. records of CBC 
members]
CBC legislative agenda, 96th Cong., 1st session, 
March 1979
CBC honors Lenny Wilkens, 1979 - press release 
CBC applauds Supreme Courts' Weber decision,
1979 - press release
CBC calls for rededication to passage of King 
Holiday Bill, - press release 
Room reservations [how to make on Cap. Hill] 
Sears, Roebuck Case - statement 
CBC Praises Congressional defeat of Nat’l 
Anti-Busing Amendment - press release 
CBC opposes Nat'l Amendment - press release 
Carter Administration scorecard 
National Newspaper Publishers Assoc.
Congressional Vote Study 
CBC demands change in administration’s 
economic policies
Proposed Constitutional Amendment to prohibit 
busing by Laurence Tribe, 1979 
CBC opposes reinstitution of the draft & draft 
registration - press release 
CBC supports Presidents decision against 
lifting Rhodesian Sanction's - 
press release
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
The lifting of Sanctions against Rhodesia - 
statement
Xerox Corp. funds 500 additional public sector 
summer jobs for youth - press release 
NNPA analysis of key votes for the southern 
states - press release 
CBC 6-month report, Jan. - June, 1979 
[empty]
National bar bulletin
Black women's agenda
Demographic - Afro-Americans
Legislative report - 90 days, 96th Cong.,
2nd session
Legislative agenda, 1979 
Newsletter - CBC, first quarter, 1979 
[draft]
Action - Peace Corps [printed material]
1973 Foreign Aid Bill [drafts of amendments] 
Foreign Aid 1974 [Cong, rec. statement]
Africa [reports, c o r r e s ., proposal for 
Africa Services Bureau]
African Development Bank [corres., background 
reports, hearing 
African issues [1974]
African Liberation Day
African regional grouping [printed material] 
Hearing agenda, sub. com. on Africa, 1972
35 Arms Embargo
36 Arms transfer [report to Congress]
37 Articles - Charles C. Diggs [1972]
38 Articles on subcommittee [1971]
39 Articles for publication [by Diggs re
Africa]
40 A.I.D. - FY 1973 [statement by John Hannah]
41 A.I.D. [corres., speech by Samuel C. Adams, Jr.]
42 Africa Information Service [corres., brochure]
43 A.I.D. evaluation [printed material]
44 A.I.D. Korry report 1966 [confidential]
45 Foreign Assistance Act of 1971
46 A.I.D. - 1972 [committee hearings, drafts of
amendments]
47 A.I.D. - statements & studies
48 A.I.D. - [corres., committee hearing]
49 A.I.D. - general [corres., published material,
1971]
50 A.I.D. - FY 74 [statements & studies]
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109 1 Foreign Assistance Act [’75] - briefing
book
2 Foreign Assistance Act ['75] - cost - sharing
3 Foreign Assistance Act ['74] - [corres.,
statements]
4 A.I.D. - housing guaranty programs [corres.,
printed material, 1974]
5 AMES World Food Conference - [corres.,
endorsemental printed material, 1974
6 Arts Festival [2nd World Black & African
Festival of Arts & Culture
7 Bibliography - African Bibliographies Center
8 Book lists - Africa
9 Book reviews - Africa
10 Bureau of standards [corres. re its relationship
with S .A . Bureau of Standards]
11 Bills: Diggs: aviation - [1973]
12 Bills: Dellums [1972]
13 Bills: Diggs: Government contracts [H.J
res. 1139]
14 H.J. Res. 522 [Government contracts]
15 H.J. Res. 683 [ S . A . ]
16 Bills: fair labor standards [bill H.R. 7130
w/accompanying reports] „
17 EEDC 1971 [Act H.R. 1746 w/accompanying reports]
18 Bills: Diggs - [H.J. Res. 1244
Books - [S.J. Res. 149 - International Book 
Year, 1973]
Black Renaissance Convention - [resolution] 
Business [listing of bank directors]
National Black Political Convention [clippings, 
corres., program, statements, list of 
delegates recommendation] - 2 folders 
Staff news review [newsletter]
Ft. Hood Texas Military Hearings, 1971 
[corres., briefing data]
Get well wishes
Health care [corres., memos on health care issues] 
Government Printing Office [corres., re 
discrimination in]
Henry, Aaron [corres. to Stokes]
CBC - general information [admin, 
corres., 1971]
CBC events [misc.] [corres., 1972]
1972 Black Nat'l Enterprise Conference 
[corres.]
Democratic National Convention, 1972 - 
[corres., fliers, pub. materials, 
list of Black delegates, Black bill of 
rights]
Hearings on Governmental Lawlessness 1972 - 
[hearings proceedings, memos]
Box Folder 
110 1 
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
CBC general correspondence [1972]
Annual report [drafts]
CBC conference 1971 [agenda, corres., opening 
remarks by Stokes]
CBC National Black conference on Africa 5/72 
[corres., minutes of Steering Committee 
meeting, press release]
CBC/media - [corres., re: requests for info., 
complaints and issues, 1972 
Mailings re: CBC Conference, Nov. 1971 
CBC conference panelists, Nov. 1971 
[corres.]
CBC North Carolina Fund Raiser, May 1972 
[corres.]
CBC - Nat'l Policy Conference on Education 
3/29-4/1/72 [corres.]
CBC - Medical conference, Meharry, 12/71 
[printed material, corres., speech by 
Cong. Stokes]
Fundraisers - athletes
Working file - voting records of CBC staff 
recommendations
Forum on Nat'l Priorities, Harvard, 1972 
[corres., statements, position papers] 
Congressional Research of Lib. of Cong.
[bibliog., studies]
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
Mass media [CBC position paper]
Older American Act Info, [printed materials] 
[Various Cong, reports re: federal budget] 
EEOC [charge against the commission of 
discrimination]
Senator Brooke's dinner statement, 1973 
Miscellaneous [printed materials from various 
agencies]
To be filed [administrative corres., 1973] 
Responses to strategy meeting [1973]
Thank you letters of congratulations [to 
Adair upon selection as CBC Exec. Dir.] 
Draft press releases
List of persons attending strategy meeting, 
3/12/73
Administrative correspondence 
Correspondence, answered: requests for 
information 
History of the CBC
U.S. Marshals - Capitol Police [bibliog.,
history]
Box Folder 
111 1 
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
[CBC meeting, Jan. 6, 1976]
[CBC meeting, April 5, 1977]
[Materials for distribution]
[Various papers, 1975-76]
[CBC meeting, June 10, 1976]
Meetings 1977/CBC
Chief Executive Officers meeting [meeting 
between CBC & Black CEOs] 
[Correspondence, 1976]
Busing, 1975
1976 Congressional Races 
[Pres. Jimmy Carter] [mainly corres., 
1976-77 ]
Dixon, Paul Raud/Ralph Nader letter 
Cabinet choices 
Dear colleagues 1975-76 
[Financial papers*, 1977]
National Hook-up of Black women
Black academicians
[Black media and advertising]
[Various papers, 1976-76]
[FBI/Black Panthers]
[FBI vs. American Citizens] 
[Get-out-the-vote Tour, 1976]
Black [Capitol] Hill Employment 
Black [Capitol] Hill Employment
25
26
27
28
29
30
Black [Capitol] Hill Employment 
[Correspondence, 1978] [and attachments] 
[Correspondence, 1978] [and attachments] 
[Correspondence, 1978] [and attachments] 
[Correspondence, 1978] [and attachments] 
[Various paper, 1977-78] [speech,
proposal, news releases]
Box Folder
112 1 Payroll cards
2 Carol Randle
3 Cheryl Reynolds
4 David Ruffin
5 Barbara Williams
6 Payroll requests
7 Personnel changes
8 Press Intelligence, Inc.
9 Professional printing
10 Public printers
11 George Shaffer
12 Speed service
13 Stationery receipts
14 National Labor Association
15 Office supplies
16 Photographies
17 Postage
18 Potomac temporaries
19 Long distance telephone service
20 Lucas Tucker
21 Majority room
22 House restaurant
23 Hudson's directory
24 IBM
25 Insurance proposal
26 Joint Center for Pol. Studies
About the Caucus [tax status, brochure, 
staff contacts, question 7 answer sheet, 
committee & sub-committee assignments 
[95th congress]
[CBC reports 1976-77] [legislative summaries 
& agendas, status reports, position papers] 
CBC activities, 1978 [newsletters, clippings,
press releases, CBC members' legislative
*
priorities list, info, on the Bakke Case, 
fact sheets on criminal code reform bill 
& minority enterprise, legislative agenda, 
summary on key CBC activities, CBC 
brochures]
CBC activities 1977 [press releases, special 
orders on House Floor, newsclips, reports, 
statements, testimonies 
CBC 1979 [press releases & newsclips]
CBC weekend 1979 [invitations, dinner program 
production, schedules, holograph notes, 
correspondence, seating plans]
[CBC weekend, 1979] press releases, corres., 
speeches, reports schedules 
Various CBC papers, 1977-79 corres., floor 
statements, status report 
1979 dinner press package 
1979 [CBC weekend info.]
32 *CBC procedures 
33 *National Conference on a Black agenda [1980]
[schedules, forms, correspondence, 
expenditures, recommendations, flyers, 
issue statements, notes on D.C. voter 
representation]
Box Folder
113 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
2 Three-ring binders re: Legislative workshops, 
1979
3-ring binder: CBC meeting regarding the 
Andrew Young resignation, Sept. 4, 1979 
Legislative weekend, 1979 [press releases, 
participants' packet of information]
National conference on the Black agenda 
[agenda, program, corres., proposals]
[2 folders]
CBC printed booklets
1980 Democratic Convention [packet of info.]
CBC budget mobilization FY 1981 [fact sheets] 
Richmond conference materials, 1980
[2 folders]
BOX Folder
114 1 *CBC retreat - Dec. 7th
2 [CBC 9th annual legislative weekend,
1976]
3 CBC press conference 5/15/79 [press
release & various materials on the First 
Southern Regional Forum in Birmingham, 
AL]
4 CBC meeting, May 9, 1979
5 CBC meeting, 6/6/79
6 CBC meeting, 5/23/79
7 CBC meeting, April 25th, 1979
8 CBC meeting, 3/14/79
9 CBC meeting, 3/28/79
10 CBC meeting, 1/26/79
11 CBC meeting, 2/7/79
12 CBC meeting, January 31, 1979
13 CBC meeting, January 24, 1979
14 CBC meeting, January 18, 1979
15 *1979 CBC plan [1978-79] [member
re CBC dinner, holograph notes, c o r r e s ., 
salary projections, budget, outlines & 
charts, lists of bill support, 
recommendations & proposals on the CBC 
operation and agenda]
Busing mobilization [correspondence,
newsclips, newsletters, statements on the 
National amendment on busing & also fact 
sheets, National resolution, voting 
records]
Budget mobilization [CBC dinner production, 
organizational lists, correspondence, 
press release, U.S. budget analyses & 
recommendations, 1979]
National Busing Amendment [1979] [corres.,
holograph notes, newsclippings, fact sheets, 
newsletter, press releases, contact lists, 
statements, voting records, agenda, copies of 
busing resolution]
Rhodesia Sanctions [corres., White House 
statement, newsclips, press release, 
testimony of CBC chairwoman, background 
info.]
Minority Enterprise - set asides
[corres., holograph notes, guidelines, 
recommendations, copies of Congressional 
laws ]
AA's meeting 3/16/79 [corres., holograph notes,
lists]
23 1974 legislative issues
24 CBC office memos 1974 [includes sensitive
personnel matter]
Box Folder 
115 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11
12
13
14
15
16
Black leadership roundtable meeting, 1979 
To be filed [memos, 1978]
To be filed [administrative corres., 1978]
CBC meet'ing with Carter, Apr. 27, 1978 
[memos, agenda]
CBC meeting material, June 6, 1978 
CBC meeting follow-up [agenda, memos]
CBC meeting 4/12/78
1978 dinner follow-up [planning memos, notes] 
1st annual CBC meeting, Jan. 23, 1978 
[memos, agenda, clippings]
CBC meeting, Oct. 12, 1978 [agenda]
CBC meeting, Sept. 21, 1978 [press release, 
corres., re meeting w/Nimeiri of Sudan; 
agenda for CBC weekend]
CBC meeting , Aug. 15, 1978 
1978 CBC staff activities, corres., no 
response needed
[Administrative files 1978], [1978
operational budget memos, policy statements 
other staff memos]
CBC financial [1977 contributions to CBC] 
Norman Lear [clippings]
17 Speech info, [articles, transcript: Black
perspective on the news, 1978; speech 
facts, pamphlets; Barbara Williams 
remarks at the Louisiana Black political 
convention]
18 Speech [Barbara Williams remarks - Nat'l
Assoc. Negro Business & Professional 
Women's Club, May 16, 1978]
19 Skyline IV meeting - Conyers [speeches -
Barbara Williams] [newsclippings]
20 Arts/humanities braintrust [corres., plan
of action, clippings]
21 Summaries/memos to draft
22 CBC staff memos [1977]
23 Current actions, April - June 1978
[holograph notes]
24 Newsclippings [1977, 1978]
25 Resource persons
26 BJW speech info, [reports on various issues]
27 HR 50 strategy
28 Legislative issues [high-blood pressure
education]
29 PJM/BJW meeting outlines and notes
30 Mitchell [memos, corres., to and from
Parren J. Mitchell]
31 Miscellaneous [memos, statements & studies]
[memos, corres., reports]
Legislative planning [1978 legislative 
weekend reports, memos, notes]
CBC - Secretaries meetings - notes [1977
notes re meetings with cabinet secretaries]
2 folders
Box Folder
116 1 CBC meeting - May 2
2 CBC budget oversight
3 Get out the vote tour, 1976 [notebook]
4 Constituent corres. [1976, 1978]
5 Caucus of Black Democrats [1976]
6 CBC annual dinner weekend 1975 [corres., 
agendas]
7 Executive committee materials [contains 
a sensitive personnel matter]
8 Legislative strategy info. [2 folders]
9 Legislative action
10 Legislative strategy meeting, 1975
11 A.L. Nellum and associates [notebook] 1976
12 CBC legislative agenda
13 Legislative alerts
14 CBC dinner info. 1975
15 CBC press reception 1975
16 CBC goals 1974
17 Current info, on CBC 1975
18 Dinner 1974
19 Bill Bunig/health
20 House information system
21 Roscoe Dellums, dinner coordination info.
22 1974 legislative priorities - work file
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
Roger Kranz Associates 
Paul Brock [DNC]
DUCB payments 
Georgetown Atlas 
Dist. delivery 
A.B. Dick 
Petty cash 
Petty cash vouchers 
Receipts, 1974 
Accounts payable 
CBC - concert 
Contributions 
Deposits 
Travel
Employer's quarterly contribution
Jim Wells photographer
Ward and Paul
Washington Post
Western Union
Star - news
Xerox
Norman, B .A .
Bridges, Beryl 
941' s
Childs, Pheobie 
Christian, Alicia
Colburn, Ken
54 Dellums, Roscoe
55 James, J.
56 Kane, Herb
57 Smith, Darcus
58 Swain, Lance
59 Herb Kane
60 Terrell, Angie
61 Hasty, Arnita
62 Oliver Cromwell
